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Crown-Operated Stop Watches

S
Type
- Pin anchorage
- 1 stone
- Impact-protected
- ABS special housing

- 30 minute counter
- Starting, stopping, zeroising by pressing

the crown

39035

Stroke counters
Type
- With key datum position
- Adding in one direction of stroke
- Lifting lever returns to default setting automatically 

- Lift stop: min. 38°- 60°
- Direction of stroke away from viewer
- Drive shaft protrudes to left and right sides 
- Mounting at front/back

39025

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Max. stroke/min.              Number of digits                Digit height               Base area                39025            …
                                                                                                        mm                          mm                                         
                             500                                               6                                   4.5                       70 x 60                                        101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
             Housing Ø             Graduation                                                                                               39035            …
                         mm                sec./min.                                                                                                                         
                               55                    0.2/0.01                                                                                                                     #            101

Incremental stop watch
S
Type
- Pin anchorage
- 1 stone
- Impact-protected
- ABS special housing

- 30 minute counter
- Starting and stopping by pressing the crown 

in any desired sequence and frequency
- Zeroising with the button on the side

39040

                                                                                                                                                                                        
             Housing Ø             Graduation                                                                                               39040            …
                        mm                         sec.                                                                                                                         
                               55                              0.2                                                                                                                                   201

Digital Stop Watches

S
Type
- Water-resistant ABS housing
- Clearly legible LCD display
- Display range 9 hrs, 59 mins, 59.99 secs. 
- Delivery incl. protective pocket, cord and battery

1.5 V, type LR 6, AA

Functions:
Start/ Stop/ Reset/ Addition/ Split/ Lap/ Time of day. 
Can store up to: 5 split and lap times.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39045

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                        Size           LCD display                    Digit height                  Weight                          39045            …
                         mm                                                                 mm             approx. g                                                    
             22 x 61 x 28                      7-stellig                                           8                            90                                                    101

39025

39035

39040

39045

Digital stop watches

ß
Type
- Display of date, day of the week 

and time (12/24 hrs.)
- Display range 9 hrs, 59 mins, 59.99 secs. 
- Reverse count can be set
- Delivery incl. cord to wear around neck and 

lithium battery 3 V (type CR 2032)

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 102.

39044 101
Type
- With round/intermittent function
10 data memory for:
- Time per lap (Lap)
- Intermediate time (Split)
- Number of laps (0-99)
- Fastest, slowest and average lap time

39044 102

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                        Size                LCD display                       Digit height                                               39044            …
                         mm                              mm                                                                                                                    
             23 x 64 x 86                                3-line                                              6                                                                             101
             23 x 64 x 86                                1-line                                            11                                                                             102

39044 101

39044
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Handheld tachometer
DEUMO
Type
- Based on the eddy-current principle
- Pushbutton stopping of the relevant measurement

value
- Display precision +/-0.5% 

(referenced to the final value)
- Measuring range sub-divided into 3 measuring

levels: 40 - 500 / 400 - 5000 / 4000 - 50000 rpm. 
- Complete with rubber tip, hollow rubber punches,

driver hoppers, roller disc for speed measurement,
extension and replacement tips in the case

Use
For speed and average speed measurement  (roller
disc) with continuous display for both directions of
rotation!

39110

Table Stop Watches
S
Type
- Quartz-controlled
- Display 0 - 60 seconds, 0 - 60 minutes
- Internal scale 0 - 100/100 minutes
- Dial Ø 110 mm
- Dimensions 175 x 130 x 40/95 mm
- Delivery incl. battery 1.5 V, type LR 6, AA

Functions:
1. Start/Stop 

Reset (zeroising)
2. Addition (any number of times) 

Reset (Zeroising)

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39055

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                        Size                      Dial Ø                                                                                               39055            …
                         mm                         mm                                                                                                                         
   175 x 130 x 40/95                             110                                                                                                                                   101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Measuring range                      Dial Ø                                                                                                39110            …
                         rpm                         mm                                                                                                                         
               40 - 50.000                                74                                                                                                                     #            101

Tachometer TESTO 465/470

.
39120 101
TESTO 465
Type
- Measuring value support, optical with modulated

light beam
- Ultra-simple single-handed operation
- Max-/Min function
- Saving of average / max. value and last value

after disengagement
- Measuring distance up to 600 mm
- Auto-Off function (30 secs.)
Scope of supply:
- Speed measuring device TESTO 465
- SoftCase (protective sleeve)
- Reflex marks
- Calibration protocol
- Batteries 1.5 V, type LR 6, AA
Use
For inductive measurement of speeds in industry
and trade, e.g. on the shafts of a filter pump, on
turbines and pumps, on fans and ventilators etc.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39120 100
TESTO 470
Like cat.-no. 39120 101, but with adapter for
mechanical speed measurement.
Scope of supply:
- Tachometer TESTO 470
- SoftCase (protective sleeve)
- Adapter
- Probe tip
- Rotor
- Reflex marks
- Calibration protocol
- Batteries 1.5 V, type LR 6, AA

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39120 102
Reflective stickers
Self-adhesive, 150 mm (1 pack = 5 pcs.).

39120 102

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
       Type                        Measuring range optical     Measuring range mechanical                                               Accuracy            Dimensions         Weight      39120            …
                                                                          rpm                                               rpm                                                                                         mm                   g                                
         TESTO 465                                   1.00 … 99.999                                                           –          +/- 0.02% of meas. val. (+/- 1 digit)           144 x 58 x 20                145                              101
         TESTO 470                                   1.00 … 99.999                                   1.00 … 19.999          +/- 0.02% of meas. val. (+/- 1 digit)           175 x 60 x 28                190                             100
         Reflective stickers                                             –                                                           –                                                                      –                                  –                     –                              102

39120 101

39120 100

39055

39110

39120

Stop watches │ Tachometer │ Hand tachometers

Digital Stop Watches
S
Type
- Ultrasonically welded viewing window
- Watertight ABS housing
- 2-key operation
- 1/100 min., 1/100 sec. selectable
- 2.5-line LC display: Top line 6 digits with battery

status indicator, bottom line 7-digit
- Function window for lap/normal time
- Memory display 2-digit, character height 7 mm/5 mm
- Display range: top line 9.999.99 min., bottom line

99.999.99 min. 
- Delivery incl. cord to wear around neck, protective

pocket and battery 1.5 V, type LR 03, AAA

Functions at 1/100 min.:
- Start/ Stop/ Reset  Split/ Lap/ Addition 

(Split und Lap can be read simultaneously)
- Time of day, date
- 65 memory for split and lap

Functions at 1/100 sec.:
- Start/ Stop/ Reset – Addition/ Split/ Lap /Short-Lap
- Presettable split time derived from the time
- Count-Down function (Count-Down and stopwatch

can be used simultaneously)
- Time of day, date
- 65 memory with interpretation 
- Fast search run

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

39050

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                        Size                    Weight                                                                                               39050            …
                         mm                             g                                                                                                                         
             82 x 61 x 28                               85                                                                                                                                  301

39050
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... new ideas arise.When you think laterally ...

www.atorn.de Performance requires quality

Measuring instrument for rotational speed, optical TESTO 460

.
Type
- Optical speed measurement with LED-

Measuring spot marking
- Max./min. values 

operating temperature 0…50°C

Scope of supply:
- TESTO 460
- Calibration protocol
- Hand loop
- Belt bag
- Protective cap
- Batteries (2 x AAA)

Note: 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304. 
Reflective stickers see cat.-no. 39120 102.

39121

                                                                                         
    Type                                                   39121            …
                                                                                         
     TESTO 460                                                                    101

     Technical data:                                         TESTO 460
     Measuring range:                                       100-29.999 rpm
     Resolution:                                                 0.1 rpm (100-999.9 rpm)
                                                                        1.0 rpm (1.000-29.999 rpm)
     Accuracy:                                                   +/-(0.02 % of meas. val.) +1 digit
     Units:                                                          rpm, rps
     Dimensions (incl. of protection cap):          119 x 46 x 25 mm

LED handheld stroboscope TESTO 477

.
Type
- High measuring range: up to 300,000 flashes 

per minute (fpm)
- Very high light intensity of up to 1500 Lux
- Trigger input and output for connection 

to external systems
- Long operating time with long battery service life of

up to 5 hrs
- Measures rotational and vibrational movements -

also during run-time
- The stationary image facilitates the inspection 

and qualitative evaluation of high-frequency
moving components

- Also ideal for rugged applications with impact
protection and protection category IP 65

Scope of supply:
- TESTO 477
- Trigger signal connector
- Calibration protocol
- Batteries
- Carrying case

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900.

39126

    Technical data:                                           TESTO 477
    Measuring range:                                         30 ... 300,000 fpm
    Accuracy +/- 1 digit:                                     0.02 %
    Resolution:                                                   +/- 0.1 (30 ... 999 fpm)
                                                                        +/- 1 (1000 ... 300,000 fpm)
    Protection category:                                     IP 65
    Display:                                                        LCD, multi-row
    Flash duration:                                             adjustable
    Flash strength:                                             1500 Lux at 6000 FPM / 20 cm
    Flash colour:                                                approx. 6500 K
    Service life:                                                  NiMH battery: approx. 11 hrs at 6000 fpm
                                                                        Batteries: approx. 5 hrs at 6000 fpm
    Trigger input                                               
    Principle:                                                      Optical coupler
    Low level:                                                     < 1 V
    Level:                                                           3 ... 32 V (square-wave voltage), NPN + PNP
    Minimum pulse length:                                 50 µs
    Polarity reversal protection:                         Yes
    Trigger output                                            
    Principle:                                                      Short circuit and overvoltage window for transistor output
    Level:                                                           NPN, max. 32 V
    Pulse length:                                                adjustable
    Max. current:                                                50 mA
    Polarity reversal protection:                         Yes

 IP
65

                                                                                         
    Typ                                                     39126            …
                                                                                         
     TESTO 477                                                      #            101

39121

39126
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Layer thickness measuring devices QNix® 1500
QNix® 1500
Type
Precision thickness measurements with very easy
use. Wide range of operation for different metal
undergrounds, large measuring range from 0-5000
microns at both measuring methods, Fe und
NFe. Normally, a minimum of four instruments are
necessary - one each for measuring the lower and
upper measuring range, as well as one each for
both measuring methods.
Properties:
- both measuring probes Fe and NFe are built-in,
- large measuring range 0 - 5000 µm,
- high accuracy across the whole measuring range,
- no switch-over to other measuring ranges neces-

sary
- no change of probes necessary
- comfortable one-hand operation
- practical construction without cable and plug
- high reliability under rough working conditions
- no calibration necessary
- automatic switching On/Off,
- measurement at relatively inaccessible points,
- memory for the last measurement value
- duplex display for reading in any position
- abrasion-proof measuring probes, covered by 

a ruby
- V-grooves for measurement on axles and rods.

Scope of supply:
Thickness measuring instrument incl. of battery 9 V,
type 6 LR 61, case with blank blades, test certificate
and operation manual.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405.

39150

     Technical data:                                                                           
     Basic material (substrat) steel and iron:                                      Fe-probe
     Non-magnetic metals, e.g. aluminium, zinc, copper, brass, special steel:    NFe-probe
     Measuring range:                                                                         0.0 - 5000 microns bzw. 0.00 - 200
                                                                                                          mil (reversible)
     Display of measurement value:                                                    from 0.00 - 999 in microns
                                                                                                          from 1.00 - 5.00 in mm and/or
                                                                                                          from 0.00 - 200 mil
     Measuring accuracy:                                                                    +/- (1 microns + 2 %) of measurement value
                                                                                                          in the range of 0 - 999 microns
                                                                                                          +/- 3.5% of measurement value in
                                                                                                          Range of 1.00 - 5.00 mm
     Smallest measuring area:                                                            10 x 10 mm
     Smallest radius of curvature:                                                       5 mm convex / 25 mm concave
     Smallest thickness of basic material:                                          Fe: 0.2 mm / NFe: 0.05 mm
     Temperature range:                                                                      0°C - 50°C
     Display:                                                                                        Digital (LCD)
     Probes:                                                                                        One point, built into the instrument
     Power supply:                                                                               9-Volt E-block (alkaline) 
                                                                                                          Type 6 LR 61
     Dimension (L x W x H):                                                                166 x 64 x 34 mm
     Weight:                                                                                         Approx. 130 g with battery

                                                                                         
    Typ                                                     39150            …
                                                                                         
     QNix® 1500                                                      #            101

Layer thickness measuring devices QNix® 4200 P / 4500 P
Type
High measuring accuracy across the whole measu-
ring range. Only one function key. Proven echo
sensor technology (QuaNix® 4500 with eddy current
technology). One-hand operation for all measure-
ment tasks. Calibration not required when used
on uncoated basic material. Integrated measuring
probe without cable or plug. Automatic switching
On/Off. Metric or inch display selectable. Acoustic
signal. LC-display for measured value, battery
charge state, measurement instrument, type of
operation and serial number. 
Scope of supply: 
Thickness measuring instrument, 2 x 1.5 V Mignon
batteries LR 6 AA, case with zero references, test
certificate, operation manual. 
Use
Especially for applications in the fields automotive
and varnishing. 

Note: 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303. 

39152 201 
QNix® 4200 P
Use
For measurements of steel and iron. 

39152 202 
QNix® 4500 P
Use
For measurements of steel and iron as well as non-
ferrous metals. The instrument can be switched from
one measuring method to the other by pushing a
button. 

39152

                                                                                       
    Typ                                                   39152            …
                                                                                       
     QNix® 4200 P                                                #            201
     QNix® 4500 P                                                              202

     Technical data:                                                           
     Basic material (substrat) steel and iron:                       Fe-probe (4200/4500)
     Non-magnetic metals, e.g. aluminium,                        
     Copper, brass:                                                              NFe-probe (4500)
     Measuring range:                                                         Fe: 0-3000 microns / NFe: 0-3000 microns
     Measuring accuracy:                                                    +/- (2 microns + 3%*) (*of measured value)
     Smallest radius of curvature:                                       5 mm convex / 25 mm concave
     Smallest thickness of basic material:                           Fe: 0.2 mm / NFe: 0.05 mm
     Temperature range:                                                     0°C - 50°C
     Display:                                                                        Digital (LCD)
     Measuring probe:                                                         One point, built into the instrument
     Power supply:                                                               2 x 1.5 V Mignon batteries (alkaline) type LR 6, AA
     Dimensions:                                                                 100 x 60 x 27 mm
     Weight:                                                                         Approx. 100 g

39150

39152 

Thickness measuring instruments
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Layer thickness measuring devices QNix®

Other thickness measuring instruments QuaNix®

with many accessories available on request. 

Please contact us!

39153 101
QNix® 8500 Basic
- High measurement accuracy across the entire
measuring range

- 100 memory areas for measurement values
- 1 memory block, 1 calibration option
- Ergonomic, modern, illuminated keypad
- All languages can be installed using the available

editor 
- One-hand operation for all measurement tasks. 
- Probes can be installed directly and also with  

an ddapter cable to the handheld device 
- Automatic switching On/Off
- Metric or inch display selectable. 
- Acoustic signal for measuring records 
- High-resolution, rotary graphics display for

measuring value, battery status, measuring unit,
operating mode and serial number

- Due to the modular layout of the device, 
the digital probe must be ordered separately

Scope of supply: 
- Layer thickness measuring device (without

measuring probe and without adapter cable for
external probe)

- Test certificate for optional measuring probe
- 2 x 1.5 Mignon batteries (AA)
- Operation manual
- Soft bag with belt clip
- Plastic case with reference plates
If a layer thickness measuring device and 
a probe are ordered simultaneouslythe scope of
supply then includes an adapter cable.

39153 102
QNix® 8500 Premium
Like the Basic model, but with up to 30,000 memory
spaces for measurement values, 250 memory blocks,
100 calibration options and selectable resolution.
Use
Wide range of application in the car and varnishing
industry, and in corrosion protection.

39154 101-206
Accessories for QNix® 8500

Note:
Other accessories such as calibration foils, zero
reference plates (also available as complete set)
available on request. Please contact us! Spare
batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39154 201-206
Wireless probes
- Higher safety for the user and prevention of major

sources of error
- Wireless transmission of data between the

handheld device and a PC
- Wireless range from the probe to the handheld

device up to max. 20 metres
- Confirmation of measurement transmission 

by LED signal
- Robust and safe one-handed measurement with

cord failsafe
- Up to 4000 measurements without recharging
- Charging via handheld device.

39154 107
QNix® software
For wireless, bi-directional exchange between the
PC and the manual device via a USB dongle.
Automatic device detection, easy set-up, simultane-
ous control and management of several QuaNix®

8500 devices. All languages can be installed by
means of the editor. Allows for downloading and
installing software and firmware updates via the
internet. Online measurements and OnScreen help.
Simple transmission and statistical evaluation of
measured value in Excel (data and graphics). QNix®

software can run on Windows 2000, XP and above,
and with the new SP.
Scope of supply: 
QNix® software (1 CD-ROM).

39154 108
Adapter cable (1 m) for external probes

39153 101-102

39154 107

Thickness measuring instruments QNix® 8500 Basic / 8500 Premium

39154 201-206

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type                                                                                                          39153            …              39154            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
     QNix® 8500 Basic                                                                                                                       101                                             
     QNix® 8500 Premium                                                                                                   #            102                                             
     Digital probe Fe 2 mm                                                                                                                                              #            101
     Wireless probe Fe 2 mm                                                                                                                                         #            201
     Digital probe Fe 5 mm                                                                                                                                              #            102
     Wireless probe Fe 5 mm                                                                                                                                         #           202
     Digital probe NFe 2 mm                                                                                                                                           #            103
     Wireless probe Fe 2 mm                                                                                                                                         #           203
     Digital probe Dual Fe 2 mm/NFe 2 mm                                                                                                               #            104
     Wireless probe Dual Fe 2 mm/NFe 2 mm                                                                                                           #           204
     Digital probe Dual Fe 5 mm/NFe 2 mm                                                                                                               #            105
     Wireless probe Dual Fe 5 mm/NFe 2 mm                                                                                                           #           205
     Wireless probe Dual Fe 5 mm/NFe 5 mm                                                                                                           #           206
     USB dongle                                                                                                                                                                 #            106
     QNix® software                                                                                                                                                          #            107
    Adapter cable                                                                                                                                                            #            108

  Technical data:                                         
  Basic material (substrat) steel and iron:     Fe-probe
  Non-magnetic metals,                               
  e.g. aluminium, copper, brass:                   NFe-probe
  Measuring range:                                       Fe: 0-5000 microns / NFe: 0-5000 microns
  Measuring accuracy:                                  From 0 - 2000 microns: +/- (1 microns + 2 % of measured value)
                                                                     2000 µm: +/- 3.5 % of measured value
  Smallest radius of curvature:                     5 mm convex / 30 mm concave
  Smallest thickness of basic material:         Fe: 0.2 mm / NFe: 0.05 mm
  Temperature range:                                   0°C - 50°C
  Display:                                                      Digital (LCD)
  Measuring probe:                                       Replaceable
  Power supply:                                            2 x 1.5V Mignon batteries (alkaline) type AA
  Dimensions:                                               124 x 67 x 33 mm
  Weight:                                                       Approx. 120 g

39153 - 39154

Info
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Ultrasound wall thickness measuring instruments

G
Type
- Measuring head 5 MHz, Ø 10 mm
- Switching speed adjustable from 

1000 - 9999 m/sec
- Measuring range 1.2 - 230 mm (steel)
- Measuring uncertainty: 0.5% of the measurement

value + 0.04 mm
- Internal data memory for 20 File (with up to 100

individual values per file)
- Selectable units: mm/inch
- External measuring head for enhanced ease of

access for measuring points that are difficult to
access, cable length 1 m

- Scan mode: (10 measurements per second) or
individual point measurement selectable

- Auto-Power-Off function.

Scope of supply: 
Ultrasonic wall thickness measuring device with
external measuring head, 2 x 1.5V AA batteries, 
in a robust carry case.
Use
For measuring the thickness of hard materials such
as metal, glass, plastic. Inspection of material
thickness, corrosion and wear on pressure vessels,
boilers and tanks.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.
PC software, thermal printer, ISO calibration
certificate as well as optional probes available for
delivery on request.

39166

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                       Type             Resolution            Measuring range                   Dimensions                39166            …
                                                         mm                                  mm               L x W x H mm                                          
         TN 230-0.1 US                               0.1                              1.2 - 230                   150 x 74 x 32                                         101
      TN 230-0.01 US                            0.01                             1.2 - 230                   150 x 74 x 32                           #            102

SHORE Hardness Testers Analogue 
Use 
The hardness is shown in SHORE. Minimum
thickness of the material to be measured 6 mm.

Note: 
Test certificate and calibration available on request.
SHORE hardness testers (digital version), testing
base and weight available on request.

39170 101-102 
Use 
For the determination of hardness in acc. with
SHORE A in accordance with: DIN 53505, 
DIN EN ISO 868, ASTM D 2240, DIN ISO 7619.
For measuring:
Elastomers, casting resins, leather, rubber products,
neoprene, polyester, soft rubber, soft PVC. 

39170 103-104 
Use 
For the determination of hardness in acc. with
SHORE D in accordance with: DIN 53505, DIN EN
ISO 868, ASTM D 2240, DIN ISO 7619.
For measuring: 
acrylic glass, cellulose acetat, printing rolls, hard
plastics, ebonite, polystyrene, Resopal, stiff thermo-
plastics, vinyl plates.

39170 102

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   SHORE           Drag pointer                                                                                                39170            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                             A                                  –                                                                                                       #            101
                             A                                   x                                                                                                       #            102
                             D                                  –                                                                                                                     #           103
                             D                                   x                                                                                                                     #            104

Hand-Held Ball Indentation Hardness Testers
-POLDI-
39175
Type
Magnifying glass, gauge rod and table, in case
(pocket size) included.
Use 
Testing by the Brinell method, for testing materials
with strengths between 300 and 2200 N/mm2,
particularly for semi-finished stock of all kinds of

forgeable iron and steel, and for bulky or installed
parts. Tensile strength and Brinell hardness can
be taken out of the chart. The test sample must be
at least 12 mm thick and be 16 mm wide at the
inspection point (12 mm on round parts).

39176
Spare gauge rod
Dimensions: 12.5 x 12.5 x 150 mm.

39175

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                       39175            …              39176            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                            101                                       101

39176

39166

39170

39175 - 39176

Wall thickness measuring instruments │ Hardness testers
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Mobile Leeb hardness tester HN-D

G
39181 101
Type
- The compact version of this device is suitable for

use across a much wider range of applications that
conventional devices

- The ability to operate it with one hand gives the
user more flexibility and makes it faster to use

- Strong-contrast LC display optimised for industrial
applications: strong brightness and backlighting
can be switched on, making it possible to read the
screen display from all directions

- Recoil hardness test
- Measuring uncertainty +/- 4 HLD
- Digital display of hardness scales 

Rockwell (B & C), Vickers (HV), Brinell (HB), 
Shore (HSD), Leeb (HL)

- Tests in all test directions (360°) with automatic
compensation

- Internal data memory for up to 500 items of
performance data with date and time

- Wireless printer connection using IR 
(printer optional)

- USB-PC data output: Easy to install on all PCs
- Battery operation.
Scope of supply:
Hardness tester TN-D, 1 sensor type D, 
in a robust carry case.

Note:
ISO calibration certificate, ring attachments, 
impact bodies, thermal printer, test blocks 
and PC software available for delivery 
on request.

39181 102
Test block type D
Type
Ø 90 mm, hardness range 790 +/- 40 HL.

39181

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                       Type                 Measuring range                      Dimensions                                        39181            …
                                                                        HL                   L x W x H mm                                                                 
                         HN-D                                       0 - 999                       145 x 35 x 25                                                      #            101
  Test block type D                                                   -                                               -                                                      #            102

Mobile Leeb hardness tester

G
Type
- Mobility: Compared to stationary table devices

and hardness testers with internal sensor, these
deliver optimum mobility and flexibility

- Automatic sensor detection
- Mini-statistics function: Shows the measurement

value, the average value, the difference of Max -
Min, time and date

- Tests in all test directions (360°)
- Internal data memory for up to 9 measuring groups

(with up to 9 individual values from which the
average value of the group will be formed)

- Data output to the PC: USB output for printing
the internal measuring value memory

- Indication of measuring values: Rockwell 
(B & C), Vickers (HV), Brinell (HB), Shore (HSD),
Leeb (HL) and tensile strength (MPa)

- Automatic unit conversion: Computes he
measuring result automatically in all aforementio-
ned hardness units, also in tensile strength

- Auto-Power-Off function

Scope of supply:
Mobile hardness tester HMM, impact device type D,
wireless infrared-connected printer, 3 x 1.5V AAA
batteries, mains power connector.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

39184

Wireless, infrared-connected printer
(battery operation) for on-site printouts of
measuring reports

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
   Measuring range                         Measuring uncertainty                   Thinnest measurable layer                  Dimensions L x W x H                                         39184            …
                           HL                                                                                                                         mm                                                 mm                                                                   
                   170 - 960                       1% at 800 HLD (+/- 6 HLD)                                                                      8                                      150 x 80 x 30                                                                     101

     Technical data:                                                                                                           Hardness values                                                             
     Material                                                             HLD                      HRC                     HRB                         HSD                    HB                       HV
     Steel & cast iron                                                170 - 960              19.8 - 68.5            59.6 - 99.6                26.4 - 99.5          140 - 651             83 - 976
     Tool steel (cold-working steel)                           170 - 960              19.8 - 68.5            -                                -                           -                           83 - 976
     Stainless steel                                                   170 - 960              19.8 - 68.5            59.6 - 99.6                -                           140 - 651             83 - 976
     Cast iron                                                            170 - 960              -                            -                                -                           140 - 334             -
     Spherical graphite cast iron                               170 - 960              -                            -                                -                           140 - 387             -
     Aluminium casting                                             170 - 960              -                            -                                -                           30 - 159               -
     Brass (copper-zinc alloys)                                  170 - 960              -                            13.5 - 95.3                -                           40 - 173               -
     Bronze (copper-aluminium-tin alloys)                170 - 960              -                            -                                -                           60 - 290               -
     Wrought copper alloys                                       170 - 960              -                            -                                -                           45 - 315               -

39181

39184
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Stationary hardness testers and universal test machines

Rockwell hardness testers

0
39186 - 39187
- Hardness testing procedure: Standard-compliant

Rockwell-hardness test in acc. with standard 
EN ISO 6508

- Rockwell hardness test: 
Load ranges: 1470 N - 981 N - 588 N, 
(load levels 150 - 100 - 60)

- Super Rockwell hardness test: 
Load ranges: 441.5 N - 294.3 N - 147.15 N 
(load levels 45 - 30 - 15)

39186
Model DUROCHECK RA
- Analogue version, manual test sequence
- Basic unit with test height max. 295 mm, 

boom 220 mm
- Height-adjustable spindle (handwheel)
- Manual selection of the required load levels, using

laterally arranged reversing lever
- Preload 29.43 N or 98.1 N (latter adjustable using

additional weights)
- Double-scale dial gauge Ø 80 mm, scale pitch

value 1 or 0.2 Rockwell-units.

39187
Model DUROCKECK RD
- Electronic type, automatic 

measuring sequence
- Basic unit with test height max. 295 mm, 

Boom 220 mm

- Height-adjustable spindle (handwheel)
- Integrated measuring computer with large LC

display and background lighting as well as
touchscreen operation

- Automatic measuring cycle, electronically control-
led

- Automatic changeover of preload (29.83 N for
Super-Rockwell, 98.1 N for Rockwell)

- Setting of the load ranges using integrated weights
and rotary switch on the side

- Interfaces: USB, RS 232C, Ethernet LAN.
Software:
- Multilingual, user-friendly operation (touchscreen)
- Implementation and display of individual measure-

ments and/or a range of measurements
- Reference values and tolerance limit input with

Go/No-Go function
- Extensive numerical and graphic statistical

functions
- Conversion to other hardness scales in acc. with

ISO 18265
- Data export in Excel (format .xls or .txt).

39188
Cupboards for hardness testers 
DUROCHECK RA + RD

39189
Accessories for hardness testers

39186

39187

39188

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
   Type                                                     Dimensions                                                    Weight   39186            …         39187            …         39188            …         39189            …
                                                               H x W x D mm                                          approx. kg                                                                                                                                      
   DUROCHECK RA                                   -                                                                                        130         F #            101                                                                                                                        
   DUROCHECK RD                                   -                                                                                        130                                                F #            101                                                                                
   Cupboard, small                                     650 x 700 x 600                                                                -                                                                                        F #            101                                        
   Cupboard, big                                         850 x 700 x 600                                                                -                                                                                        F #            102                                        
   Rockwell penetration test bodies     for standard tests diamond taper 120°                          -                                                                                                                                    #            101
   Rockwell penetration test bodies     for Super-Rockwell tests diamond taper 120°              -                                                                                                                                    #            102
   Rockwell penetration test bodies     for Standard and Super-Rockwell tests                           -                                                                                                                                    #            103
   Rockwell penetration test bodies     steel ball Ø 1/16 inch                                                        -                                                                                                                                    #            104
   Test table with prism                             Ø 37 mm for cylinders up to Ø 22 mm                           -                                                                                                                                    #            105
   Test table with prism                             Ø 37 mm for cylinders up to Ø 60 mm                           -                                                                                                                                    #            106
   Test table with prism                             Ø 75 mm for cylinders up to Ø 175 mm                         -                                                                                                                                    #            107
   Penetration test body holder              for cavities                                                                            -                                                                                                                                    #            108
   Planer test table                                     Ø 220 mm                                                                           -                                                                                                                                    #            109
   Additional support                                 for long workpieces                                                            -                                                                                                                                    #            110
   Downholder                                             Length 111 mm                                                                   -                                                                                                                                    #            111
   Planer test table, tiltable                      Ø 20 mm with small prism on ball joint                           -                                                                                                                                    #            112

Please contact us!

In the field of stationary hardness tests, we have the following 
devices and/or systems in our product portfolio:

- Standard-compliant Rockwell hardness testers
- Universal hardness testing machines 

These operate on the standard-compliant test procedures Brinell, Vickers and Rockwell.
- Micro-small-force hardness testers 
- Customer-specific solutions for hardness and material testing
- Upgrade or retrofit of existing analogue hardness testing machines with Brinell or Rockwell test methods

39186 - 39189

Info

Hardness testers │ Search mirror │ Workshop mirror │ Inspection mirror 
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Search mirrors
39200 101
Type
2-part, with metal handle.

39200 102
Type
2-part, with plastic handle.

39200 101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                 Mirror Ø                                    Length                                                                               39200            …
                         mm                                         mm                                                                                                         
                           30                                               210                                                                                                                 101
                           24                                               260                                                                                                                 102

39200 102

Flexible Workshop Mirror

x
Type
Mirror housing made of aluminium, flexible, brass
chrome-plated metal hose. The mirror can be
adjusted to the desired angle by means of the
handle.

39205

                                                                                                                                                                                        
             Mirror size                         Shank length                                                                               39205            …
                         mm                                         mm                                                                                                         
                   50 x 70                                               500                                                                                                                 101

Inspection mirrors
Type
Inspection mirror with telescopic handle. Thanks to
the oval telescopic tube, an accidental turning of the
mirror is impossible.

39206 101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                 Mirror Ø                 Length extensible                                                                               39206            …
                         mm                          from - to mm                                                                                                         
                               30                                    240 - 680                                                                                                                 101
                               50                                    240 - 680                                                                                                                 102

39206 102

Illuminated inspection mirror
Type
Flexible shank, the angle of the mirror can be
adjusted by using the thumb up to 90°. Strong lamp
for the illumination of dark areas.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39211

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length                                                                                                                               39211            …
                         mm                                                                                                                                                         
                             600                                                                                                                                                                       101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                 Mirror Ø                                                                                                                               39210            …
                         mm                                                                                                                                                         
                14 / 24 / 30                                                                                                                                                                       101

Inspection Mirror
Type
With illumination, flexible shank and plastic handle
for the battery 1.5 V, type LR 03, with 3 exchange-
able mirrors, 14 mm Ø magnifying, 24 and 30 mm 
Ø planar. The mirrors are replaceable by means of
the thread, this enables the user to look into small
openings. Smallest Ø without mirror 11 mm,
smallest Ø with mirror 14 mm.

Use
The light falls onto the mirror and is reflected by the
visible surface of the mirror.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

39210

39200

39205

39206

39210

39211

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length              Mirror size                                                                                               39209            …
                         mm                         mm                                                                                                                         
                  285 - 870                       41 x 62                                                                                                                                   101

39209

LED telescopic inspection mirror39209

Type
- Inspection mirror with convenient and non-slip 

telescopic handle 
- Mirror can fold and rotate 
- With 2 LEDs
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Folding Pocket Magnifying Glasses

0
Type
- Biconvex glass lens in plastic frame
- Nickel-plated brass cover plates.

39217

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39217            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                  3 / 6 / 9-x                               30                                                                                                                                   201

Folding Pocket Magnifying Glasses
Type
Main magnification 2-x, integrated 4-x magnification.
Round plastic lens built-in in square frame. With
black case.

39213

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                               39213            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                           101

Folding Pocket Magnifying Glasses
Type
2 lenses, housing made of brass, frame made of
zinc, chrome-plated.

39216

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39216            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                            10-x                               21                                                                                                                                   101
                           20-x                               21                                                                                                                                   102

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                            Housing dimensions                                                                39214            …
                                                                                         mm                                                                                         
                              4-x                                                    86 x 54 x 6                                                                                               101

Illuminated pocket magnifying glasses easyPOCKET
l
Type
Diffractive aspherical lens (very flat and thin) for
sliding into the credit card sized housing. Housing
colour: blue-metallic.
- ultra-flat and lightweight design: Small format case

for protective storage guaranteed in every bag
- brilliant picture with 4-x magnification

- very bright LED illumination when the lens is 
pulled out

- very economical. The LED switches on automatic-
ally, only when the lens is fully extended.

- very small, powerful SMD LED illumination with
almost unlimited service life

Batteries included (2 x Mignon 1.5 V, type 2025).

39214

Watchmaker's magnifying glasses
l
Type
- PMX®-Lightweight lens with duplex coating
- With ventilation hole to prevent misting up
- Made of non-combusible plastic
- Colour anthracite 39220 301
                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                        Lens                    Lens Ø                                                               39220            …
                                                                                         mm                                                                                         
                              5-x                 flat konvex                               25                                                                                               301
                              7-x                 flat convex                               25                                                                                              302
                            10-x                  aspherical                               25                                                                                              303
                            15-x                  aspherical                               25                                                                                              304

39220 304

39213

39214

39216

39217

39220

Inspection mirror │ Folding Pocket Magnifying Glasses │ Illuminated Magnifying Glasses │ 
Watchmaker's magnifying glasses │ Reading glasses │ Magnifying glass with handle

LED inspection mirror set
Type
- 1 telescopic magnet lifter with LED lighting,

extensible up to 665 mm, Load capacity 450 g
- 1 telescopic magnet lifter, extensible up to 665

mm, load capacity 3500 g
- 3 inspection mirror, mirror Ø 21, 31 and 38 mm
- Practical storage pocket/bag
- incl. 3 batteries (type SR41)

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 100.

39212

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                 Mirror Ø                                                                                                                               39212            …
                         mm                                                                                                                                                         
               21 / 31 / 38                                                                                                                                                                       101

39212
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Reading glasses 
Type
Lens made of glass.

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39223            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                            10-x                               30                                                                                                                                 102
                            15-x                               21                                                                                                                                103

39223 102 39223 103

Reading glasses 
Type
Biconvex, glass lens. With plastic or wooden handle,
metal frame. 

39225 105

0
Type
Round aluminium handle with recessed handles,
nickel-plated brass frame.

39225 102

39225 104

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                        Dimensions Ø                                                                               39225            …
                                                           approx. mm                                                                                                         
                          2.0-x                                               100                                                                                                                 102
                          2.5-x                                                 75                                                                                                                 105
                       4.0-x                                                 65                                                                                                                 104

Magnifying glasses with handles

0
Type
- Aplanatic glass lens for strong-contrast and 

very sharp image right up to the edge
- Frame and handle made of black-anodised 

aluminium.

39224

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39224            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                              4-x                               50                                                                                                                                   201
                              5-x                               40                                                                                                                                   202
                              8-x                               30                                                                                                                                   203
                            10-x                               23                                                                                                                                   204
                            15-x                               23                                                                                                                                   205

LED illuminated magnifying glasses, powerlux

l
Type
- Very simple, intuitive guide of reading material

achieved through ergonomical design
- With battery-protecting, automatic 

disengagement
- Uniformly bright and glare-free illumination
- Shadow-free illumination with 2 opposing 

SMD-LEDs
- Delivery incl. 3 batteries (AAA) and protective 

hard foam case

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

39218

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø               Light colour                                                            39218            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                              5-x                               58                          8000 K                                                                             #            101
                              7-x                               58                          8000 K                                                                                           102

39225 105

39225

39224

39218

Watchmaker's Magnifying Glasses
Type
With 2 glass lenses.

39222

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39222            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                              3-x                               25                                                                                                                                   101

39222

39223
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Illuminated Magnifying Glasses
Type
Biconvex plastic lens, frame and handle made of
shockproofed plastics. Batteries not included.

39227 101
Type
Power supply 2 x 1.5 Volt Mignon batteries 
type LR 6, AA (cat.-no. 39900 303).

39227 102
Type
LEDs included. Power supply 3 x 1.5 Volt Micro
batteries type LR 03, AAA (cat.-no. 39900 304).

39227 101

39227 102
                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39227            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                          3-x                               50                                                                                                                                   101
                        10-x                               30                                                                                                                                102

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                             Magnification     Working distance                39236            …              39237            …
                                      (Galilean system)               approx. mm                                                                                 
                 MaxDetail                                    2-x                                400                                        101                                             
        MaxDetail clip                                    2-x                                400                                                                                      101

Magnifying goggles MaxDetail and MaxDetail clip
l
39236
Magnifying goggles MaxDetail
Type
Very light, straight bracket for comfortable seat. Also
available for people wearing glasses, dioptre
compensation of +/- 3 dpt is possible. Large object
field (approx. Ø 150 mm at a distance of 400 mm).
In case.
Use
Stress-relieved and detailed vision at maximum mobility.

39237
Magnifying goggles MaxDetail clip
Type
Large object field (approx. Ø 150 mm at a distance
of 400 mm). 
Use
People wearing glasses can clip them to the
glasses.

39236

39237

LED pocket magnifying glasses, mobilux

l
Type
- Two different light colours can be selected using

the enclosed filters
- No change of lamp required, and the LED lighting

used has a service life of approx. 50,000 hours
- Voltage control via step-up converter, making for

brighter, constant illumination over a longer period
of time

- Bright, homogeneous illumination with SMD-LED
and collimation optics

- Easy replacement of battery using easy-to-use
battery cover and clearly specified battery position
indicated by contact springs

- Enhanced comfort with lug for cord to be worn
around the neck

- Delivery incl. 2 batteries (AA) and case with loop
for connection.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39219

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39219            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                              5-x                               58                                                                                                                                   101
                              7-x                               35                                                                                                                                   102
                            10-x                               35                                                                                                                                   103
                        12.5-x                               35                                                                                                                                   104

LED large field magnifying glass visolux
l
Type
- Large-field magnifying glass for surface testing
- Uniquely large field of view with 3x magnification

through a double-lens system
- Lens angled for comfortable angle of view, kind to

upper spine area.
- Excellent illumination of the entire field of view with

two SMD-LEDs
- Two different colour temperatures for glare-free 

test, even of high-gloss materials
- Automatic disengagement to protect the battery
- Robust, simple to operate illuminated magnifying

glass
- Lens-protecting hard-foam case included in scope

of supply.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39231

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                Lens size                                                                                               39231            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                              3-x                    100 x 75                                                                                                                     #            101

39231

39219

39227

39236 - 39237

Large-field magnifynig glass │ Illuminated Magnifying Glasses │ Magnifying spectacles │
Headband magnifying glasses │ Measuring magnifying glasses │ Thread counters
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Measuring Magnifiers
Type
Illuminated, biconvex plastic lens. Frame and
stand made of shockproofed plastics. Measuring
base plate, graduation 1 mm, scale length 60 mm
and from 0 - 2.1/4. Type LR 6, AA power supply 
4 x 1.5 Volt Mignon batteries. 
Batteries not included.

Note:
Batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39233

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                            Height                                                         39233            …
                                                         mm                  approx. mm                                                                                  
                          3-x                               89                                     133                                                                                       101

Measuring magnifying glass (thread counters)
39234

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39234            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                              6-x                               30                                                                                                                                   101

Headband Magnifying Glasses
Type
User-friendly thanks to adjustable headband with
fastening tape. Weight only approx. 120 Gramm.
Large viewing area, suitable for people wearing
glasses. Hands-free. 2. Lens for increased magnifi-
cation can be folded down.

Use
For reading, precision work, quality checks, etc.

39229

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                Lens size                                                                                               39229            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
               2.2- 3.3 -x                    100 x 30                                                                                                                                   101

Thread Counters
l
Type
- Thread counter, precision version
- Housing made of brass, silk-matt chrome-plated
- Silicate glass

39238 101
Type
- Biconvex
- With quadratic cutaway, without scale.

39238 102
Type
- Aplanatic optics, distortion-free image
- Round section with measuring scale, pitch 0.1 mm.

39238 101 39238 102

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                 Cutaway                                                               39238            …
                                                         mm                         mm                                                                                         
                              8-x                             17.6                      20 x 20                                                                                 #            101
                              8-x                            15.0                            Ø 18                                                                                               102

Measuring magnifying glasses

0
Type
- Solid metal type
- Glass lens system achromatic
- Parallax-free, distortion-free graduation
- Scale plate made of chrome-plated brass, ultra-

precise laser scaling
- Half-open tube with white background achieves

optimum glare-free illumination of an object
- Precise edge sharpness for virtually parallax-free

recognition

Use
For measuring tasks on surfaces, e.g. measuring of
the impression during Brinell hardness testing.

39241

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification           Measuring range           Scale pitch value             Height                        39241            …
                                                                 mm                                 mm                  mm                                                 
                              6-x                                        20                                        0.1                      56                                                 101
                              8-x                                         10                                        0.1                      45                                                 102
                            10-x                                         10                                        0.1                      52                                                 103

39229

39233

39234

Type
With millimeter and inch scale.

39238

39241
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Precision scale magnifying glasses
l
39242 101-102
Precision scale magnifying glasses
Type
- Achromatic glass lens, tempered
- Distortion-free and very sharp image
- Sharpness setting by means of tight focusing
- With scale type A (cat.-no. 39242 201)
- Delivery in a rigid plastic box with space for other

scales.

39242 201-204
Scales, individual

39242 101 39242 102

39242 201 39242 202

39242 203 39242 204

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type                                            Magnification            Lens Ø                                                       39242            …
                                                                                                 mm                                                                                 
     Scale magnifying glasses                              7-x                      23                                                                                      101
     Scale magnifying glasses                            10-x                      23                                                                                      102
     Scale type A                                                            -                          -                                                                                      201
     Scale type B                                                            -                          -                                                                                      202
     Scale type C                                                            -                          -                                                                        #           203
     Scale type D                                                            -                          -                                                                                      204

LED lighting unit for scale magnifying glasses Cat.-No. 39242
l
Type
- Illumination with 2 high-quality LEDs for optimum

image quality
- Handle sleeve for 2 batteries, type Baby
- Delivery with lamp, but without batteries.

Use
For scale magnifying glasses (cat.-no. 39242), 
if the ambient lighting is not sufficient.

Note:
Batteries see cat.-no. 39900 402.

39243

                                               
                                                                                                                                                               39243            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                           101

Measurement microscopes

0
Type
Achromatic lens system. Robust light metal housing,
focussing by means of worm drive in ocular and
objective. Attached LED illumination (power supply
by means of 4-x button cells 1.5 V, type SR 44). 
Scope of supply:
Measuring microscope with LED illumination and
batteries in carrying case.

Use
For general measuring projects in length measuring,
in graphic art, hardness measurement (Brinell and
Vickers).

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 101.

39249

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Magnification       Object field Ø      Measuring range     Scale division     Object distance      39249            …
                                                  mm                            mm                       mm                         mm                              
                      20-x                            8.0                                     7                        0.05                               57                #            101
                      40-x                            5.0                                     4                        0.02                               36                #            102
                      60-x                            2.5                                     2                    0.0125                               26                #            103

Measurement Microscopes
39247 101
Model XC-100L
Type
Magnification 100-x, ocular 10x with dash-plate 0.01
mm, lens 10-x. Robust housing with smooth rack
and pinion drive, top-light by means of integrated
battery.

Note:

Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 404.
39247 201
Lens 40x
Use
For 40-x magnification, scale interval 0.025 mm.

39247 101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Typ                                                                                                                                                    39247            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Microscope XC-100L                                                                                                                                                              101
     Objective 40-x                                                                                                                                                             #            201

39242

39243

39249

39247

Scale magnifying glasses │ Measuring microscopes │ Stand-mounted reading glasses │
LED illuminated magnifying glasses
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Stand-mounted reading glass 

0
Type
- Aplanatic silicate lens
- Flexible metal swan's neck arm
- Heavy table base.

39252

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                  Lens Ø                 Arm length             Table base Ø                          39252            …
                                                       mm                             mm                             mm                                                    
                              2-x                             75                                 300                                 110                                       #            101

Stand-mounted reading glass with LED lighting

0
Type
- Biconvex large field glass lens
- 5 Power LEDs for very bright lighting
- Exceptionally robust construction (heavy steel

base, bendable swan's neck pillar, magnifying
glass head made of aluminium)

- Lens with half-rim frame for observations 
without obstructive edges

- Shadow-free lighting
- Low power consumption
- With mains power connector 5 V.

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39253            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                              2-x                             120                                                                                                                                   101

39253

LED illuminated magnifying glasses

0
39254 101-102
LED illuminated magnifying glasses
Type
- Segmented switching of LEDs in two stages
- High-quality clear optical lens
- Compact lamp housing with integrated joint
- Attractive soft-plastic ring with good grip as impact

protection
- Can be used as a reading lamp thanks to its

external lamp switch
- Uniform illumination of the working area
- Concealed, easily movable arm mechanism

without risk of clamping
- Large working radius
- Removable protective cover
- Replaceable glass lens

39254 201-202
Spare lenses

39254 203
Universal Sockets
Type
- Made of aluminium casting with 

plastic anti-friction bearing
- An anti-friction bearing and a cover for the bore

that is not required are supplied with the unit
- The mounting of the anti-friction bearing is suitable

for bolts of up to 12.9 mm.
Use
Can be used either as a wall-mounted or tabletop
holder.

39254 101-102

                                                                                                                                                  Lamp                                      Spare lens                            Universal holder                
  Magnification                      Dioptrine                            Lens Ø                                           39254            …                              39254            …                              39254            …
                                                                                                 mm                                                                                                                                                                                    
                 1.75-x                                         3                                      125                                                                       101                                           #            201                                                         203
                 2.25-x                                         5                                      125                                                                       102                                           #           202                                                         203

  Technical data                                              LED illuminated magnifying glass (Cat. No. 39254 101-102)
  Technology                                                   
  Lighting:                                                          80 ultrabright LEDs, 2-stage switchable 
                                                                         using electronic pushbutton
  Service life of the LEDs:                                 Up to 100,000 hours
  Colour temperature:                                       6500 K
  Mains voltage:                                                240 V / 50 Hz
  Power consumption                                        5 Watt (Cat. No. 39254 101) / 7 Watt (Cat. No. 39254 102)
  Energy efficiency class:                                  A
  Standby power consumption                          0.3 Watts
  Dimensions and weights                             
  Lamp housing (L x W x H):                             230 x 200 x 30 mm
  Upper arm length:                                          approx. 500 mm
  Lower arm length:                                          approx. 470 mm
  Distance between lower joint and centre of lens:   approx. 1060 mm
  Mandrel diameter for clamp or tripod:            12.7 mm, length approx. 48 mm
  Maximum table top thickness:                        approx. 65 mm
  Length of connection cable:                           approx. 165 mm
  Weight:                                                           2.4 kg
  Scope of supply:                                          Illuminated magnifying glass, table clamp, instructions

39252

39253

39254
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Magnifying lamp Vario LED with LED ring illumination
l
39251 101
Type
Aspherical PXM®-lightweight lens for a sharp-edged
and distortion-free image. Surfaces with ceratec®

hard coating. Optimum positioning of the magnifier
head is guaranteed by 6 articulated joints. Attach-
ment by means of table clamp. Swivelling and
removable lens cap. Power supply 100 V-240 V, 
50-60 Hz.
- Quick change between normal view and magnified

view thanks to the free-floating lens
- New ring lighting concept with 36 high-

quality LEDs for shadow-free reading
- LEDs with primary optic for optimum light-

concentration
- LED's dimmable: for every working area 

Individual light intensity
- Ergonomically designed

- Light-weight magnifier head
- Swivelling range of the magnifier head 180°

Note:
Additional lens and lens protector see cat.-no.
39251 102-103.

39251 102
Additional lens
Type
2.5-x magnification.
Use
For magnifying lamp Vario LED, cat.-no. 39251 101.

39251 103
Lens protector
Use
For magnifying lamp Vario LED, cat.-no. 39251 101.

39251 101

39251 103

LED illuminated magnifying glass TEVISIO

F
Type
- 48 Premium SMD-LEDs
- 40% power saving
- Powerful 6000 lx at just 14 W
- Zero maintenance: LED service life up to 50,000

hrs and more
- Up to 10% infinitely variable dimmer function
- Structurally enhanced effects at the touch of a button

- Roughly double the magnification with 3.5 diopter
- Absolutely scratch-resistant magnifying glass
- Large field of view with Ø 153 mm for distortion-

free vision
- Sealed joints protect the internal wiring
- Enormous action radius, unique movement 

of head joint
- Balanced linkage: easy to adjust, can be stopped

precisely if required

39262

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Magnification                    Lens Ø                                                                                               39262            …
                                                         mm                                                                                                                         
                              2-x                             160                                                                                                                     #            101

Scotch-Brite High-Performance Cleaning Cloths
Q
Type
With patented fibre combination polyester and nylon.
Extremely economical removal of aqueous and fatty
dirt with low force. The cloth absorbs up to 100
times more grease and dirt than standard cleaning
cloths. Machine-washable up to 95 °C. Blue. 
Pack = 5 units.

Use
For all surfaces. 
Clean dry, damp and wet.

69167

                                                                                                                                                                                        
           Dimensions/cloths                                                                                                                    69167            …
                       approx. cm                                                                                                                                            
                                   36 x 32                                                                                                                                                           101

39251

39262

69167

Magnifying glasses │ Cleaning cloths │ Video endoscopes

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                   Magnification                 Lens Ø                                        39251            …
                                                                                                                 mm                                                                 
     Magnifying glasses                                                   1.9-x                          132                                                      #            101
     Additional lens                                                           2.5-x                          132                                                      #            102
     Lens protection cap                                                          -                                -                                                      #            103

Performance requires quality.

w
w

w
.a

to
rn

.d
e

For example, with the video measurement microscope from ATORN.

Universal implementation possibilities
With motorised zoom lens 0.7x to 4.5x
Intuitive software operation via touch screen PC

Performance requires quality.
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39308 203 + 303-306
Individual probes to supplement the 
video endoscope
Type
- With metal connection
- Camera resolution: 

325 (H) x 250 (V) = 76,800 image points
- Camera opening angle:

horizontal 46°, vertical 34°, diagonal 56°
- Depth of field: 10 to 60 mm
- Probe length: 1000 mm
- Environmental conditions: 0° to +55° C
- Weight: 220 g

39308 203
Standard probe 5.5 mm Ø
- Camera direction of view: Straight-ahead 

(Front View)
- Light source: 4 dimmable LEDs

39308 304
Semi-flexible probe 3.9 mm Ø
- Camera direction of view: Straight-ahead 

(Front View)
- Light source: 3 dimmable LEDs

39308 206
Probe adapter for old probes
Use
For older probes (4812-) in conjunction with the
video endoscope cat.-no. 39308 301.

39308 303
Semi-flexible probe 3.9 mm Ø
- Camera direction of view: 90° - fixed-installation

mirror (Side-View) - no margins on the image
- Light source: 2 dimmable LEDs 

in 90° direction - no reflection in mirror

39308 305
Flexible probe 6.0 mm Ø
- Camera direction of view: Straight-ahead 

(Front View)
- Swivelling range:2 x 150°
- Swivel radius: approx. 48 mm
- Probe head can be locked in swivel position
- Probe head: IP 67
- Light source: 4 dimmable LEDs

39308 306
Flexible probe 6.0 mm Ø
- Camera direction of view: 

90° (Side-View) - no margins in the image
- Swivelling range:2 x 150°
- Swivel radius: approx. 48 mm
- Probe head can be locked in swivel position
- Probe head: IP 67
- Light source: 1 LED in 90° direction

39308 207
Probe adapter for new probes
Use
For probes, with new, improved connection 
(4812 N-) in conjunction with the video endoscopes
(4812-1/7, 4812-1/6 and 4812-1/8).

Video endoscope39308

                                                                                                                                                                                          
   Type                                                      Probe Ø                  Cable length                                         39308            …
                                                                         mm                                     m                                                                   
   Video endoscope (set)                                     4.9                                           1                                                                     301
   Probe, standard                                                  5.5                                           1                                                        #           203
   Probe, semi-flexible (0°)                                   3.9                                           1                                                        #           304
   Probe, semi-flexible (90°)                                3.9                                           1                                                        #           303
   Probe, flexible (0°)                                             6.0                                           1                                                        #           305
   Probe, flexible (90°)                                           6.0                                           1                                                        #           306
   Adapter for old probes                                          -                                            -                                                        #           206
   Adapter for new probes                                        -                                            -                                                        #           207

39308 301

39308 203

39308 304

39308 303

39308 305

39308 207

39308 206

39308 306

V
39308 301
Video endoscope with 4.9 mm Ø reversible
probe
Type
- 1 m camera cable with 4.9 mm Ø Micro-LENS,

LED Light sources and changeover function 90° 
and 0° direction of view

- Immediate reproduction of films or photos taken is
possible on the TFT monitor

- On-screen viewing of date and time 
- Automatic shutdown possible to save power
- Improved image resolution
- Improved connection between probe and housing

(metal) - adapt for use with older probes see cat.-
no. 39308 206

- One-handed operation of the multifunction console
- All in one: observation, recording, reproduction by

means of TFT monitor

Probe of the 2nd. generation:
- Altered position of lateral LED for 

improved illumination with the 90° function
- Improved LED illumination
- Simplified handling
- Improved quality of probe casing
Scope of supply:
- Operating console
- 1 m camera cable with probe Ø 4.9 mm
- Hook incl. magnet
- SD card 4 GB
- 4x AA batteries
- In plastic case
Use
For the perfect documentation of damage patterns
etc. by video recording and/or image recording. Live
observation via TFT colour monitor or recording
directly to SD card in the multi-function console.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.
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Inspection camera micro CA-100
j
39317 201
Inspection camera micro CA-100
Type
- Endoscope with camera-Ø 17 mm and 

4 adjustable LED lamps
- With 3.5 inch LC display (resolution 320 x 

240 pixels) with control panel
- Connection for video output and data cable
- Camera head with aluminium housing, 

360° rotatable (in 4 x 90° increments)
- Semi-flexible 90 cm length of cable with optional

accessories, can be extended up to 9 metres
- Watertight to depth of 3 metres
- The accessories include a hook, a magnet and a

mirror attachment that can simply be mounted to
the camera head and that extend the application
range

Scope of supply:
- Inspection camera micro CA-100
- 3-part set of accessories 

(hook, magnet and mirror attachment)
- Cinch/RCA cable
- 4 batteries
- In transport case

Use
For inspecting and solving problems behind and
inside of objects, walls, cables, lines, and other
hard-to-reach places.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

39317 102-203 + 39318
Accessories for inspection camera micro CA-100

39317 104
3-part set of accessories comprising mirror, hook
and magnet attachments.

39317 201

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Type                                                                               Weight                                                                                                           39317            …                      39318            …
                                                                                     approx. kg                                                                                                                                                                                    
     Inspection camera micro CA-100                                           0.7                                                                                                                                               201                                                      
     Cable extension 90 cm                                                                   -                                                                                                                                  #            102                                                      
     Cable extension 180 cm                                                                 -                                                                                                                                                                                                      203
     Camera head Ø 6 mm with 100 cm cable                                  -                                                                                                                                                                                                      105
     Camera head Ø 6 mm with 400 cm cable                                  -                                                                                                                                                                                        #            106
     Camera head Ø 17 mm                                                                    -                                                                                                                                  #           203                                                      
     Set of accessories 3-part                                                               -                                                                                                                                  #            104                                                      

Digital inspection camera micro CA-300
j
39318 201
Digital inspection camera micro CA-300
Type
- Camera-Ø 17 mm with 4 adjustable LED lamps
- 3.5 inch LC display
- USB: Simple transfer of image and video 

material to your computer or laptop using the
miniUSB connection

- Video output (PAL & NTSC): Live transmission to
e.g. larger monitors or units that deliver even better
image quality for detailed observation

- Saving to SD: Supports all SD cards up to 32 GB
- 360° image rotation: Digital rotation of images in 

4 x 90° increments is possible. Provides a quick
view of an upright image on the monitor and better
analysis without wasting time through repositioning
of the camera

- Digital zoom
- Power supply: 3.7V Li-Ion battery or 230V power

unit
- Integrated audio recorder: Record voice notes or

comments over your video recording using the
installed speaker/microphone, or using the headset
with microphone

- Internal memory: 235 range

Scope of supply:
- Inspection camera micro CA-300
- 90 cm cable
- 3-part set of accessories 

(hook, magnet and mirror attachment)
- Li-Ion battery
- Power unit
- 4 GB SD card
- Cinch and USB cable
- Headset
- In transport case
Use
For inspecting and solving problems behind and
inside of objects, walls, cables, lines, and other
hard-to-reach places.

39318 104-203
Accessories for inspection camera micro 
CA-300

39318 104
3-part set of accessories comprising mirror, hook
and magnet.

39318 201

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type                                                                               Weight                                                        39318            …
                                                                                     approx. kg                                                                                 
     Inspection camera micro CA-300                                           0.9                                                                                      201
     Cable extension 180 cm                                                                 -                                                                                      203
     Camera head Ø 6 mm with 100 cm cable                                  -                                                                                      105
     Camera head Ø 6 mm with 400 cm cable                                  -                                                                        #            106
     Set of accessories 3-part                                                               -                                                                        #            104

39317

39318

Endoscopes
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Measuring scales for digital displayInfo

Sound Detection Devices

x
Type
Probe tip made of steel, handle and noise cables
made of plastics.

Use
For detecting and determining mechanical damage
to all apparatus and devices with moving parts.
Even hard-to-reach places can easily be reached.

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                              88060            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                           101

88060

88060

Motor stethoscope
Type
- With steel tip
- Test device for localisation 

of mechanical damage on the motor

Use
For reliable error diagnosis. 
Sources of error can be detected in a targeted
manner.

39325

                                               
                                                                                                                                                              39325            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                           101

39325

Technical endoscopy
MICRO EPSILON Eltrotec

Rigid endoscopes
Top-Line rigid endoscopes
-  Gradient lenses for image transmission
-  360° rotatable mirror sleeve
-   2 available models 

with Mini Maglite lighting (halogen) 
with SuperNova lighting (xenon)

-  Battery-powered for mobile use
-  Optional: TV adaptation
-   As a complete set: 

Top-Line rigid endoscope 
90° mirror sleeve 
Mini Maglite and SuperNova light source 
Robust aluminum case

Model Probe Ø in mm Effective length in mm Mirror sleeve Ø in mm Image angle
ProMicroslim 1.85 80/120/180 2.2 40°

Superslim 2.4 120/185 2.77 32°

Slim 4.2 50/180/305/435/560 4.8 42°

Hardy 6.35 180/305/435/560 8.0 50°

Endoscopes are high-quality optical devices that have been specially developed 
for use in industrial environments. They mainly consist of high-precision optical and 
precision mechanical components. Thanks to their design and conception, they are 
ideally suited for use in industrial environments.
Multiple inspection tasks can be performed even on complex objects thanks to the 
extensive product range, combined with a variety of functions.

Main focus of application:
-  Surface inspection and general maintenance tasks in engine, gearbox, power 

station and aircraft (e.g. crack detection, absence of burrs, wear behaviour)
- Weld inspection in cavities (e.g. pipelines)
- Inspection in cast parts (mould residue, forging scales, completeness)
-  Function or soldering point check in precision engineering components and the 

electronics industry
- Forensics/ballistics (e.g. gunshot residue detection in gun barrels)

Our product range:
Rigid endoscope Light sourcesVideo endoscope Cameras MonitorsFlexible endoscopes

From simple complete set right through to fully set-up workstations - we will create your individual package according to your 
needs and requirements. Speak to us.
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   Type                                                     Magnification                                39313            …              39314            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Ocular WF                                                 15-x                                                                #            101                                             
   Ocular WF                                                 20-x                                                                #            102                                             
   Ocular WF                                                 10-x                                                                #            103                                             
   Front lens                                                 0.5-x                                                               #            104                                             
   Front lens                                                 2.0-x                                                               #            105                                             
   CCD camera adapter (s-mount)         –                                                                     #            106                                             
   LED ring light                                          infinitely variable brightness control                                                                    201
   Ring light adapter                                  for microscopes before 2012                                                                 #            102

Accessories for Stereo Zoom Microscopes SZM
39314 201

Stereo zoom microscope LAB 2
Type 
Magnification infinitely adjustable from 10-x-40-x.
Image area 20 mm - 5 mm. Eye base adjustable
from 51 mm - 75 mm. Ocular tube: Prism head 45°,
looking angle revolves 360°, with dioptre compen-
sation. Eyepieces: WF 10-x - 20 mm with eyecups.
Lens 1x to 4x. Illumination: Halogen through and
top-light 12V / 10 W.

Use
For use in industry, for assembly and testing works,
in laboratories, and most suitable for research and
education.

Note:
Further models and accessories available on
request.

39315

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                               39315            …
                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                             #            201

                                                                                                                   SZM 1                                    SZM 2                                     SZM 3                                     SZM 4                
                                                                                                                   39305           …                      39310            …                      39311            …                      39312            …
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                            #          201                                  #            201                                  #            201                                  #            201

Stereo-zoom microscopes SZM 1, 2, 3 and 4
39305
Model SZM 1
Type
Zoom 0.7x to 4.5x, magnification 7x to 45x 
(180x possible), field of view D = 28 mm ... 5 mm,
Binocular prism head mit 45° angle of view, 360°
rotatable. Eye base can be adjusted from 51 to 
75 mm. Ocular tube with compensation of focal
length, ocular WF10x with eyepieces. Controllable
halogen surface and through-lighting 12 V, 15 W.
Working range 105 mm, max. object height 75 mm.
Glass plate and plastic base black/white, tripod
26x20x6 cm with column D = 30 mm and smooth
rack and pinion drive on both sides.

39310 
Model SZM 2 
Type
Similar to cat.-no. 39305, but with trinocular prism
head. The trinocular output allows photografic and
video technical pictorial documentation.

39311 
Model SZM 3 
Type
Similar to cat.-no. 39305, but without illumination.
Total height 48 cm, base plate 25 x 25 cm, boom 
45 cm.

39312 
Model SZM 4 
Type 
Similar to cat.-no. 39305, but with trinocular prism
head. Without lighting, total height 45 cm, base
plate 25 x 25 cm, boom 45 cm.

Note:
Accessories see cat.-no. 39313 - 39314.

3931239311

3931039305

39305 - 39312

39313 - 39314

39315

Microscopes
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Lighting for stereo-zoom microscopes
39316 101
Cold light source
Type
Powerful, electronically controlled, therefore 30%
higher yield. Even illumination. Robust, ergonomic
housing with side-mounted filter insert. Brightness
Mlx 8, output 30 W, power input 50 VA /240 V.

39316 102
Gooseneck light conductor
Type
Flexible, Ø 4 mm, length 550 mm.
Use
For use with the cold light source.

39316 103
Fluorescent ring light
Type
Ø 66 mm.
Use
For even illumination of workpieces.

39316 101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Type                                                                                                                                               39316            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Cold-light source                                                                                                                                                   #            101

         Light conductor                                                                                                                                                      #            102
       Ring light                                                                                                                                                                  #            103

39316 102

39316 103

Viewing devices enable the user to view strong-contrast, 3D images at high resolution.
The patented optics permit fatigue-free work and superlative hand-eye coordination,
guaranteeing optimum quality and productivity.

There is a large number of variation and configuration options, e.g. angle optics for 
oblique viewing, UV lighting or specialist inspection systems for the component technology
(SMD, PCB).

Please contact us!

MANTIS® Compact MANTIS® Elite TS

MANTIS® is patented and a registered trade mark of Vision Engineering Ltd.

39316

Viewing devices MANTIS®Info

N
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Tool setting devices HHW-2
ß
Type
Comfortable and intuitive operation of HHW-2 image
processing using the 12-inch touchscreen monitor.
The keys on the monitor are content-dependent,
graphic, explicitly designed for greatest ease of
touchscreen operation. In technical terms, tool
setting devices with HHW-2 image processing have
all the functions that the HHW tool setting devices
with HHW-1 electronics have to offer you. 
Including device table.

- Simple and micron-precise measuring and 
saving of multi-stage tools

- Integrated tool administration, for example for the
storage of reference values and tolerances and to
set up setting sheets for workpiece production

- Measuring results can be output to label, list or
directly to the CNC machine

- Measurement of axis of symmetry with 
monochrome camera

- 20x magnification of blade in top lighting for quality
control

39386 101-202

39386 301 39386 302

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Type                    Length Z        Ø    Snap gauge    Spindle                                                            39386            …
                                       mm     mm              d mm                                                                                                        
   HHW-2 400 UT             400     400                          -      SK 50 with spindle brake /spindle indexing            F #            101
   HHW-2 400 RL UT       400     300                    100      SK 50 with spindle brake /spindle indexing            F #            102
   HHW-2 600 UT             400     600                          -      SK 50 with spindle brake /spindle indexing            F #            201
   HHW-2 600 RL UT       600     300                    100      SK 50 with spindle brake /spindle indexing            F #           202

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Accessories                                                                                                                                       39386            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Rotary centre measuring unit camera                                                                                                                  #            301
   Data output HHW-2 with format generator                                                                                                          #           302

39386

Tool setting devices HHW-1
ß
Type
Simplest operation of the HHW-1 image processing
process using the unique rotary/pushbutton. That
enables you to control menus on the 7-inch monitor,
to select the functions and to confirm them at the
touch of a button. Graphic symbolts help you to use
the tool setting device and, in addition, a short
explanatory text appears on screen. Every function
is provided with comprehensive online help.
Without device table.

- Easy to operate and quick familiarisation with
minimal training

- Fast calibration, setting and testing of tools 
(length and diameter)

- Various measuring programs to make easy work
for example of the measurement of roundness and
face runout on the tool blade

- Printing out quickly and easily of measuring results
- 12x magnification

Note:
Device table see cat.-no. 39388 109.

39385 101-204

39385 301 39385 305

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Type                    Length Z        Ø    Snap gauge     Spindle                                                           39385            …
                                       mm     mm              d mm                                                                                                        
   HHW-1 400                    400     400                          -       SK 50                                                                            F #            101
   HHW-1 400 SBI            400     400                          -       SK 50 with spindle brake / spindle indexing          F #            102
   HHW-1 400 RL             400     300                    100      SK 50                                                                            F #            103
   HHW-1 400 SBI RL      400     300                    100      SK 50 with spindle brake / spindle indexing          F #            104
   HHW-1 600                    600     400                          -       SK 50                                                                            F #            201
   HHW-1 600 SBI            400     600                          -       SK 50 with spindle brake / spindle indexing          F #           202
   HHW-1 600 RL             600     300                    100      SK 50                                                                            F #           203
   HHW-1 600 SBI RL      600     300                    100      SK 50 with spindle brake / spindle indexing          F #           204

                                                                                                                                                                                
   Accessories                                                                                                                                       39385            …
                                                                                                                                                                                
   Blade inspection with LED top lighting                                                                                                               #            301
   Software extension for measurement values                                                                                                     #           302
   Software extension for measuring programs                                                                                                    #           303
   Software extension for tool storage                                                                                                                      #           304
   Printer label USB                                                                                                                                                         #           305
   Label roll 35 x 88.8 mm (250 units)                                                                                                                        #           307

39385

Tool setting devices
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Tool setting devices HHW-3
ß
Type
Modern, user-friendly and configurable HHW-3
image processing using 17 inch touchscreen
operation. The user interface is equipped with the
ultra-simple Touch &amp; Slide function. It is
innovativ, exceptionally precise and features the very
latest technology. In technical terms, the HHW-3 has
all of the functions of all HHW Tool setting devices
as well as many other features. Including device
table.

- Integrated tool administration, for example to store
setpoint values and tolerances, and set-up sheets
for setting up workpiece production, including
graphics administration and standard tool
management

- 40x magnification of blade in top lighting 
for quality control

- Autofocus (automatic sharpening of the tool blade)
(optional)

39387 101-104

39387 302 39387 303

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Type                    Length Z        Ø    Snap gauge     Spindle                                                            39387            …
                                       mm     mm              d mm                                                                                                        
   HHW-3 400                    400     400                          -      SK 50 with spindle brake /spindle indexing           F #            101
   HHW-3 400 RL             400     300                    100      SK 50 with spindle brake /spindle indexing           F #            102
   HHW-3 600                    600     400                          -      SK 50 with spindle brake /spindle indexing           F #            103
   HHW-3 600 RL             600     300                    100      SK 50 with spindle brake /spindle indexing           F #            104

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Accessories                                                                                                                                       39387            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Rotary centre measuring unit camera                                                                                                                  #            301
   Data output HHW-3 with format generator                                                                                                          #           302
   Autofocus CNC drive for spindle                                                                                                                           #           303

39387

Accessories for tool setting devices
ß 39388 107

39388 108 39388 109

                                                                                                                                         
   Accessories                                                                                       39388            …
                                                                                                                                         
   Carton packaging HT                                                                                           #            101
   Operating dialogue pilot 2.0 Polish                                                                 #            102
   Operating dialogue pilot 2.0 Czech                                                                 #            103
   Operating dialogue pilot 2.0 Slovakian                                                          #            104
   Maintenance unit NL1-G 1/8 inch                                                                     #            105
   Option of vacuum clamping unit                                                                     #            107
   Adapter storage board                                                                                        #            108
   Device table for HHW-1                                                                                   F #            109
   Initial startup / training                                                                                        #            115
   Cleaning compounds                                                                                                        116

39388

Adapter for SK50 tool setting devices 
ß 39389
                                                                                      
   Adapter                         DIN             39389            …
                                                                                      
   ST 30                                  -                        #            101
   ST 40                                  -                     #            102
   VDI 16                          69880                        #            103
   VDI 20                          69880                        #            104
   VDI 25                          69880                        #            105
   VDI 30                          69880                        #            106
   VDI 40                          69880                        #            107
   VDI 50                          69880                        #            108
   VDI 60                          69880                        #            109
   VDI-D40-AW                          -                        #            110

39389

                                                                                      
   Adapter                         DIN             39389            …
                                                                                      
   VDI-D50-AW                          -                        #            111
   VDI-D60-AW                          -                        #            112
   HSK A25-F32                        -                        #            113
   HSK A32-F40                        -                        #            114
   HSK A40-F50                        -                        #            115
   HSK A50-F63                        -                        #            116
   HSK A63-F80                        -                        #            117
   HSK A80-F100                      -                        #            118
   HSK A100-F125                    -                        #            119
   HSK A125                               -                        #            120
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Video measuring microscopes

0
39392 101-104
Video measuring microscopes
Type
- Precision measuring table
- Rapid adjustment with friction drive
- Innovative measuring software, easy operation

without sub-menus
- Touchscreen monitor 23 inch
- 4-segment LED ring lighting for individual lighting

scenarios
- Operating system Windows 8
- M3 measuring software for automatic 

edge detection
- Clearly laid out geometry function
- Individual lighting control
- Live image display during the measurement

process
- Saving of images
- Free axis alignment
Scope of supply:
Video measuring microscope with 23 inch touchs-
creen PC, keyboard, mouse, calibration certificate
and user instructions.
Use
For optical alignment check of complex workpieces
that could not be checked using touch-based
systems, or only with great difficulty. Universally
applicable in the metrology room and in production.

39392 201
Z-axis measuring system

39392 202
dxf software module
Use
For the importing of CAD data. 

39392 203
Calibration master (circles/measuring scale)
- 50 mm
- Without certificate

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Measuring range                              Lens                                                       Magnification                                                                                                           39392            …
    X, Y, Z axis mm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
     100 x 100 x 100                                      Fixed lens                                                       40-x                                                                                                                                                     #            101
     200 x 100 x 100                                      Fixed lens                                                       40-x                                                                                                                                                     #            102
     100 x 100 x 100                                      Powered zoom lens                                      34 - 225-x                                                                                                                                          #            103
     200 x 100 x 100                                      Powered zoom lens                                      34 - 225-x                                                                                                                                          #            104
     Z-axis measuring system                   -                                                                        -                                                                                                                                                            #            201
     dxf software module                           -                                                                        -                                                                                                                                                            #           202
    Calibration master                            -                                                                        -                                                                                                                                          #           203

    Technical data                             Cat.-No. 39392 101-102                                                               Cat.-No. 39392 103-104
    Error limits:                                    E1 = 1.5 + L/100 (L in mm) E2 = 2.9 + L/100 (L in mm)               E1 = 1.5 + L/100 (L in mm) E2 = 2.9 + L/100 (L in mm)
    Camera:                                        USB 2.0, 25 Bilder/s, 1.3 megapixels                                            USB 2.0, 25 image/s, 1.3 megapixels
    Lens:                                             40x fixed                                                                                        Zoom 35 - 225x
    Image excerpt:                              8 mm                                                                                             9 mm - 1.5 mm
    Top-light:                                       4-segment LED ring lighting                                                          4-segment LED ring lighting
    Through-lighting:                           LED                                                                                               LED
    Positioning aid:                              Laser pointer                                                                                 Laser pointer
    max. table load:                             20 kg                                                                                             20 kg

M3 measuring software
- Simple and intuitive software operation

without sub-menus
- Automatic edge detection
- Clearly laid out geometry function
- Live image
- Data export in Excel
- USB interface

39392 101-104

39392 203

23 inch touchscreen PC

Note:
We would be pleased to send you a set of user
instructions as well as detailed technical information.

Please contact us!

Properties:
- Precision measuring table
- Rapid adjustment with friction drive
- Zoom lens, manual/powered
- USB camera (1.3 megapixels)
- 4-segment LED ring lighting
- Telecentric LED through-lighting
- Laser pointer for position finding

39392

Video measuring microscopes
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When you are king ...

... your wishes come true. 
Wide range of products. Reliable quality. Always available for delivery.

With over 16,000 articles from the areas drilling, milling, turning, grinding and separating 
tools, as well as measuring equipment, workshop supplies and works equipment, ATORN 
offers you a wide range of products to meet all of your requirements.
We specialize in particular on the precision and durability of the tools and the best value 
for money.

www.atorn.de

Performance requires quality
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Measuring and labelling of lines/circles

Transfer of measured values to Excel

Magnifying glass functionCamera & image acquisition

The powerful digital pixel-fox® camera is easily 
mounted on all conventional microscopes, macro-
scopes, endoscopes and lenses using the C-mount 
thread. Power supply and data transfer run through 
a single cable. 
With a resolution of 4.92 Mpix and a 1/2" sensor, all 
components and samples are represented accurately 
in every detail.

The acquisition software enables the following pa-
rameter settings: Exposure time, brightness, contrast, 
saturation, RGB, b/w switching, white balance, 
shading correction, mirroring, sharpening etc.
Pictures can be saved as *.jpg, *.bmp and *.png.

Imaging

The pixel-fox® 2D imaging software offers 
extensive possibilities.
Once the system has been calibrated, linear, circle, area, 
angle measurements and much more can be made. 

Practical help such as an online measurement pre-
view, digital zoom and capturing of measuring points 
(for accurate positioning during measurement) and the 
digital zoom function are integrated. Saving of working 
sessions from time to time and the transfer of measured 
values to Excel are further user-friendly features.

Scaling bars, labelling and arrows can be easily integra-
ted into the image and are even editable using the layer 
functionality right up until saving the image.

All functions and operating steps are documented in 
the HTML-based online help (F1 key). A comprehensive 
instruction manual is included on the supplied CD-ROM.

Questions and assistance via email to:
info@hhw.de

Made in 

G

erm any

similar to Figure

Image viewing systemsInfo
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Image management system
professional, modular, standardized - 
for extensive tasks in the QA workfl ow

The dhs Image Data Base®  is mainly used in the QA and 
laboratory. With the many software functionalities in the area 
of image archiving, image acquisition, image processing, 
image analysis and documentation, it is used, for example, 
in the following 

• Incoming goods control
• In-production inspection
• Surface inspection
• Particle and pore analysis
• Determining the degree of steel purity
• Weld seam measurement
• Cast iron and damage analysis
• Cleanliness analysis and much more.

Advantages and features of the dhs Image Data Base®:
• professional reproducibility and communicability of all 

test results

• interface-independent SQL database with individual 
design options (included in basic module)

• adaptable to existing organizational units and IT 
landscapes

• single user/ or network and complete solutions
(local and across locations) are possible

• full programmability provides customer-specific 
adaptations

• Individual installation service, training and support

Basic module of the dhs Image Data Base®

Complete image management system with the dhs 
Image Data Base®

*
Software 
functions

Archiving Acquisition Processing Analysis Documentation Service

Modules Licence 
Server

Image 
Acquisition

Measurement Tool Area Detection Reporting dhs-Consulting

Viewer Panoramic Image Grain Size Communication dhs Service-Contract

DataImEx Image Reconstruction Cast Iron Anaysis Custom programming

ImageWizard Particle Analysis Training courses

Image Manipulation Coating Thickness Technical services for 
microscopes

Metal Sections Contamination 
Analysis

dhs-Online-Support

HDR Calotte

Dendrite Arm Spacing

Steel Inclusions

Image viewing systemsInfo
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Added value of the ATORN folding rule (Cat. No. 39515)

Folding rule │ Telescopic length gauge │ Pocket Tape Rules

Folding rules
39509

+
Longlife® Plus Composite
Type
- Top coatings of longitudinally arranged glass fibre

absorb bending forces and assure incomparable
rigidity: no expansion (swelling) when in contact
with water

- Zero-backlash, wear-resistant and dirt-resistant
joint with spring rod for uniformly high tension

- Rigid 90° and 180° locking of all joints
- Deeply embossed pitch in 1 mm increments
- Red-embossed multiple-ten numerals
- Permanent metal ends on first and last link
- Reading on both sides with scale that can be read

in either direction (front and back)
- Colour grey-white
- EC precision class II

39510 101

q
Version
- Made of beech
- Black duplicate millimetre scale
- Red decimal numerals
- Brass-plated steel springs
- Links 3 mm thick
- Weatherproof special paintwork
- Colour yellow
- EC precision class III

39510 102

q
Type
- 3 mm thick links made of red beech
- Red decimal numerals
- Two-sided cm and mm scale down 

the edges of both measuring rules
- Installed steel springs secure the ease of move-

ment and unsurpassed durability of the links
- With concealed rivets
- EC precision class III

39512  

q
Type
- Made of aluminium
- Numerals and pitch etched in dark black
- Nickel-plated steel springs
- Links 1.4 mm thick
- Spring-hard special paintwork, aluminium-coloured
- EC precision class II

39513

q
Type
- Plastic folding rule -LONGLIFE-, white, made of

glass-fibre reinforced polyamide
- Joints engage at right angles
- Embossed pitch with red decimal numerals
- EC precision class III

39513 104
Type
- Additional embossing on the reverse side for

convenient reading under unfavourable working
conditions

39510 101

                                                                                                                +                                        q                                        q                                        q                
           Length              Width             Number of elements                  39509            …                      39510            …                      39512            …                      39513            …
                    m                  mm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                        1                       13                                                 10                                                                                                                                                                                                               101
                     1                      16                                                  6                                                                                                  101                                                                                                             
                     2                       14                                                 10                                                                                                                                                        103                                                      
                        2                       15                                                 10                                            101                                                                                                                                                                   
                     2                      16                                                 10                                                                                                  102                                                                                                      104

39510 102

39512 103

39513 104

Folding rule

0
Type
- Made of beech
- With mm pitch
- Thickness of links 3.0 mm
- Internal plastic joints 

with additional angle pitch
- EC precision class III.

Advantage:
Simplifies the measuring and reading substantially.
With a normal folding rule, you must calculate back
from 200 cm when reading off the scale on the
reverse side. This is cumbersome and can lead to
computational errors. The uniform pitch on the
front and reverse sides reliably prevents reading
errors of this nature.

39515

                                                                                                                                                                                        
           Length              Width             Number of links                                                                        39515            …
                    m                  mm                                                                                                                                         
                        2                      16                                        10                                                                                                        101

39509

39509 - 39513

39515

Info
Conventional  folding rule: ATORN folding rule:

It is not possible in this way to position the
measuring scale correctly.

Readings from the scale are inaccurate
which can lead to errors.

The parallel division allows you to read the
measurements in the usual way and accurately
and securely place the measuring rod. 

The parallel division allows you to read the
measurements in the usual way and accura-
tely and securely place the measuring rod.

Performance requires quality.
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Pocket tape rule Video Flex
V
Type
Housing made of impact-proof plastics, grey. Viewer
for inside measurements. Automatic tape retraction
with return safety device. Steel tape, yellow, less
dazzle thanks to -Anti-Reflect coating, continuous
mm graduation. Sliding end hook for stop and hook
measurements. 
EC accuracy class II.

39528

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39528           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                                 3                                13                                                                                                                                   101

Pocket Tape Rules
q
Type
Housing highly impact-resistant made of ABS
plastics, free running tape with stop button, made of
best-quality spring steel, white enamelled, millimeter
graduation top and bottom. EC accuracy class II.

Use
For outside and inside measurements, inside
dimensions are read off directly in view window.

39530

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39530           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                             3                                13                                                                                                                                   101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39527           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                                 3                            12.7                                                                                                                                   102

Pocket Tape Rules
i
Type Panoramic
Type
- The lower section of the housing is also protected

by a U-shaped aluminium strip
- Direct reading of internal dimensions in the viewing

window
- Painted steel tape

- End angle can be moved by thickness of material
to prevent measuring errors when setting the tape
down or suspending it

- Millimetre pitch at top and bottom
- EC precision class II
Use
For outside and inside measurements.

39527

M
Type
Rectangular profile made of eloxed light metal. The
profiled rods are sliding on wear-resistant and dust-
absorbing plastic guides. Retracting length readable
through view window. Heavy-duty use thanks to
inbuilt measuring tape and oversised rewinding
device. Including carrying case.

38130

                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Measuring length                                                                                                                               38130            …
                           m                                                                                                                                                       
                             5                                                                                                                                                                       101

Telescopic Length Gauge38130

39527

39528

39530

Pocket Tape Rules BMImeter39517

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                                39517           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                                 2                                16                                                                                                                                   101
                                 3                                16                                                                                                                                   102

q
Type
- Stainless steel strip, painted white
- With belt stopper
- A special treatment of the stainless steel 

strip enables it to unroll independently
- Absolutely watertight

- Unbreakable, durable
- Very compact, lightweight and convenient
- Perfect for use as a straight line
- Strip lies flat on the table meaning that 

dimensions can be transferred very well
- With belt clip
- EC precision class II

39517
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Pocket Tape Rules │ Tape rules

Pocket Tape Rules
q
Type
Housing made of ABS-plastics. With carrying loop.
Automatic belt return run with stop button, cold-har-
dened, stainless spring band made of chrome-nickel
steel, matt-pickled surface, printed pitch 
With red metre pre-numerals (burned in), with
synthetic resin paint as wear protection (burned in). 
EC accuracy class II.

Use 
For outside and inside measurements.

39532

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length             Tape width                Carrying loop                                                       39532            …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                             2                            13                                            -                                                                                      101
                             3                            13                                            -                                                                                      102
                             5                            16                                           x                                                                                      103

Pocket Tape Rules
ß
Type
Housing highly impact-resistant made of ABS
plastics, automatic tape retraction, with stop button,
coated steel tape, millimeter graduation. 
EC accuracy class II.
Use 
For outside and inside measurements.

39535
Without viewing window.

39536
With viewing window.

39535

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length             Tape width                                                       39535            …              39536            …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                             3                                13                                                                                      101                         #            101
                             5                                19                                                                                      102                                             
                             8                               25                                                                        #            103                                             

39536

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length             Tape width                                                       39543            …              39543            …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                                 3                                16                                                                                      101                                             
                                 5                                19                                                                                      102                                       201
                                 8                               25                                                                                      103                                             

0
Type
Ergonomically-shaped housing made of impact-pro-
of ABS-plastics with rubber coating, removable clip
and wrist lanyard. Matte, acrylic-coated steel tape
with mm-graduation on one side. End hook with
magnet for improved fixation. Automatic tape
retraction, stop button. 
EC accuracy class II. 

39543 201
Type
With vertical graduation.
Use 
For simple and safe reading of height and lining-up.
For ergonomical work (no turning of the head).

39543 101-103

Pocket Tape Rules 

39543 201

Pocket Tape Rules
q
Type
Housing made of polyamide with stainless steel
base. Measuring tape for inside measurementswit-
hout stop button (free-running - pull-push-tape).
Viewing window with magnifying glass effect,
graduation is not upside-down (no reading errors).
Millimeter graduation top and bottom. 
EC accuracy class II.

39531

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39531            …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                             2                                13                                                                                                                                   101
                             3                                13                                                                                                                                   102

39531

39532

39535 - 39536

39543 
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Tape rules Popular
V
Type
Housing made of impact-proof plastics, red, with
grey protective coating. Automatic tape retraction
with return safety device. Steel tape, yellow, less
dazzle thanks to -Anti-Reflect coating, continuous
mm graduation. Sliding end hook for stop and hook
measurements. Two-part stop for exact engaging. 

Damping system for soft retraction and 
protection of the end hook. With belt clip. 
EC accuracy class II.

39544

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39544           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                                 3                                13                                                                                                                                   101
                                 5                                19                                                                                                                                   102
                                 8                               25                                                                                                                                   103

i
Type
With stop button, automatic tape retraction and
removable belt clip. Yellow painted steel tape, two-
colour graduation. Corrosion-protected MYLAR-
coating guarantees longer service life and protects
against scratches and chemicals. 
EC accuracy class II.
Use 
For outside and inside measurements.

39545 102
Type
Metal housing, millimeter graduation top and
bottom, extra rigid.

39545 104-107
Type
Plastic housing, millimeter graduation top and
bottom. Fold-out hook fixed by 3 rivets avoids brake
of the hook. Larger tape widths ensures higher bend
stability. Length 10 m with buffer system.

39545

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                  Length            Tape width                  Housing                                                               39545            …
                           m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                            3                            12.7                          metal                                                                                               102
                            5                            19.0                        plastic                                                                                               104
                            5                            25.0                        plastic                                                                                               105
                            8                            25.0                        plastic                                                                                               106
                           10                            25.0                        plastic                                                                                               107

Pocket Tape Rules POWERLOCK

Pocket Tape Rules
ß
Type
Ergonomical housing made of impact-proof ABS
plastics with non-slip rubber coating. Stop button.
Damper system for soft tape retraction. Tape with
nylon coating.
EC accuracy class II.

39542 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39542           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                                 3                                16                                                                                                                     #            101
                                 5                                19                                                                                                                     #            102

ß
Type
Ergonomically shaped housing made of impact-pro-
of ABS-plastics. Stop button. Damper system for
soft tape retraction. Tape with nylon coating.
EC accuracy class II.

39541 105

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39541           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                                 2                                16                                                                                                                     #            101
                                 3                                16                                                                                                                     #            102
                                 5                                19                                                                                                                     #            103
                                 5                               25                                                                                                                     #            104
                                 8                               25                                                                                                                     #            105
                               10                               25                                                                                                                     #            106

Pocket Tape Rules39541

39545 

39542

39544
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Always remember! CATALOGUE VOLUME [1] 
The specialist catalogue for machining and clamping technology.

Experience our extensive product range 
of quality tools from ATORN.

LARGE SELECTION – SIMPLE SEARCH

Performance requires quality

Pocket Tape Rules │ Wind-Up Tapes in Cases

Pocket Tape Rules -Tri-Matic-
V
Type
Ergonomically shaped housing made of impact-pro-
of ABS-plastics. Handy size thanks to special
winding. Sliding end hook, riveted and reinforced at
several points. 2--part brake for precision engage-
ment. Non-reflective coating. Damper system for soft
tape retraction.
EC accuracy class I.

Use 
For outside and inside measurements.

39549

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39549           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                             3                                13                                                                                                                    100
                             5                                19                                                                                                                    102
                                 8                               25                                                                                                                                   103
                               10                               25                                                                                                                                   104

                                                                                                                                                                                       
                   Length             Tape width               Curvature                                                               39550            …
                            m                          mm                         mm                                                                                         
                             2                                16                              1.5                                                                                               201
                             3                                16                              1.5                                                                                               202
                             6                            25                              1.5                                                                        #           203

Scribing Tape Measures TALMETER 
Type
The TALMETERscale is a self-winding steel tape, it
can be automatically fixed with a clamping force of
approx. 5 kp (50 N) at any length. Easily extendable
measuring tongue with a length of 100 mm allows
inside measurements with the same grade of
accuracy and easy handling as outside measure-
ments. Combined measuring and scribing by use
of thin, hardened steel, no need for pencil, marking
possible even on steel. Accuracy of graduation 0.3
mm on total length of scale. Reading of measure-
ments without any angle errors. Ø of pipes and
cylinders readable by pi-scale.
Use 
Can be used for inside measurements, and as a
parallel scriber and special divider. The tool and not
the eye determines precision - not only during
scribing but also during measurement. When 
measuring with the TALMETER, the length is
registered by the tool and automatically stored.
During marking, the length is transmitted to the
workpiece by the tool. The TALMETER can also be
used as a special devider for marking measure-
ments (with the edge of a workpiece as a centre).
Each of the three edges can be used as a knife
edge or centre point.

39550

White, robust steel tape with dimensional
scael for internal and external measure-
ment on top surface, as well as a diameter
scale on the underside. With inkjet
technology and a reflection-damping
polyester paint to protect the scale length.

The readout indicators facilitate
the operations of setting and
reading the gauge tape.

With the help of the fold-down measuring
tabe, internal measurements are as easy
to perform as external measurements. The
tab is easy to fold down and can be
stopped using the calliper (good grip).

With the automatic stop function,
the measures and/or set length is
recorded. In this way, the dimension
can be applied directly to the
desired material without needing 
to be read.

The combined marking and
measuring edges are there
for measuring and marking 
of lengths as well as for the
scribing of circular arcs.

39549

39550
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Wind-Up Tapes in Cases
ß
Type
- 3:1 Ratio for fast rolling and unrolling
- Housing made of impact-resistant ABS plastic with

non-slip rubber coating
- Folding crank arm
- Tape with nylon coating.

39552

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39552           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                               15                              9.5                                                                                                                     #            101
                               20                              9.5                                                                                                                     #            102
                               30                              9.5                                                                                                                     #            103

Wind-Up Tapes in Cases -RADIUS-
q
Type
- With FLEXTOP initial coating, reliably preven-

ting breakage at the start of the tape
- Wind-up mechanism made of impact-resistant

plastic
- Soft-finish surface improves the grip 

of the wind-up body
- Good handling with big crank arm, can be folded in
- Tape-protecting park position for the tension ring
- Crank arm can be fitted to either side for right-

handed and left-handed people
- Tolerance acc. to EC precision class II 

(+/- 2.3 mm on a length of 10 m)

39555
Stainless steel tape
PONTARIT
Type
- One-sided cm pitch
- Cold-hardened spring tape made of chrome-nickel

steel
- Matt-pickled surface
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals, 

burned in
- Synthetic resin paint as wear protection, burned in

39557
Steel tape, painted white
Type
- One-sided mm pitch
- Hardened spring tape made of carbon steel C75
- Phosphate layer as corrosion protection
- White synthetic resin paint, burned in
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals, 

burned in
- Synthetic resin paint as wear protection, burned in

39559
Steel tape, with polyamide coating
ISOLAN
Type
- One-sided mm pitch
- Hardened spring tape made of carbon steel C75
- Phosphate layer as corrosion protection
- Yellow synthetic resin paint, burned in
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals, 

burned in
- All-sided polyamide coating as a particularly 

high-quality form of wear protection
- Highly protected against breakage, alkalis, 

saline solutions, greases, oils and dilute acids

39561
Glass fibre tape, yellow
Type
- Two-sided cm pitch
- Glass fibre threads
- Extruded plastic sheathing
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals
- Synthetic resin paint as wear protection
- Highly flexible, non-conductive, resistant to water

and to virtually all chemicals

39555 - 39561

                                                                                                                 Stainless steel                     Steel white                 Steel polyamide                  Glass fibre tape                
                   Length             Tape width                                                                 39555            …              39557            …                   39559            …                   39561            …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                            10                                13                                                                                                101                                       101                              #            101                              #            101
                           20                                13                                                                                                102                                       102                                            102                                            102
                           30                                13                                                                                                103                                       103                                            103                                            103
                           50                                13                                                                                                104                                                                                                                                                   

39555

39557

39559

39561

Crank arm can be fitted to either side
for right-handed and left-handed people

39552

39555 - 39561
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Wind-Up Tapes in Cases │ Wind-Up Tapes in Light Metal Frame │ Circumference Tape Rules │
Measuring rods

Wind-Up Tapes in Cases
q
Type
- Steel tape, painted white
- One-sided mm pitch
- Hardened spring tape made of carbon steel C75
- Phosphate layer as corrosion protection
- White synthetic resin paint, burned in
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals, 

burned in

- Synthetic resin paint as wear protection, burned in
- Plastic encapsulation
- Housing made of ABS plastic
- Crank mechanism made of polyamide
- With carrying loop
- Tolerance acc. to EC precision class II 

(+/-2.3 mm over a 10 m length)

39563

                                                                                                                                                                                       
                   Length            Tape width                                                                                               39563           …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                         
                            10                                10                                                                                                                                   101
                           20                                10                                                                                                                                   102

Wind-Up Tapes in Light Metal Frame -ERGOLINE-
q
Type
- With FLEXTOP initial coating, reliably preven-

ting breakage at the start of the tape
- Optimum tape guidance with robust, silver anodis-

ed aluminium rails, easy to replace
- Ergonomic pistol grip to relieve strain on the wrist

with soft rubber lugs for secure grip
- Comfortable roll-up mechanism with ball bearings

encapsulated to prevent the ingress of dirt
- Robust, replacable crank arm, can be folded in
- Tape-protecting park position for the tension ring
- Crank arm can be fitted to either side for right-

handed and left-handed people
- Tolerance acc. to EC precision class II 

(+/- 2.3 mm on a length of 10 m)

39570
Stainless steel tape
PONTARIT
- Tape width 13 mm
- One-sided mm pitch
- Straight frame
- Cold-hardened spring tape made of 

chrome-nickel steel
- Matt-pickled surface
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals, 

burned in
- Synthetic resin paint as wear protection, burned in

39572
Steel tape, painted white
- Tape width 13 mm
- One-sided mm pitch
- Straight frame
- Hardened spring tape made of carbon steel C75
- Phosphate layer as corrosion protection
- White synthetic resin paint, burned in
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals, 

burned in
- Synthetic resin paint as wear protection, burned in

39574
Steel tape, with polyamide coating
ISOLAN
- Tape width 13 mm
- One-sided mm pitch 
- Hardened spring tape made of carbon steel C75
- Phosphate layer as corrosion protection
- Yellow synthetic resin paint, burned in
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals, 

burned in
- All-sided polyamide coating as a particularly 

high-quality form of wear protection
- Highly protected against breakage, alkalis, 

saline solutions, greases, oils and dilute acids

Note:
cat.-no. 39574 101 with straight frame, 
cat.-no. 39574 103-104 with V-frame.

39576
Glass fibre tape, yellow
- Tape width 13 mm
- Two-sided cm pitch
- V-frame
- Glass fibre threads
- Extruded plastic sheathing
- Printed pitch with red metre pre-numerals
- Synthetic resin paint as wear protection
- Highly flexible, non-conductive, resistant to water

and to virtually all chemicals

39570 - 39574

                                                                                                                 Stainless steel                     Steel white                 Steel polyamide                  Glass fibre tape                
                   Length             Tape width                                                                 39570            …              39572            …                   39574            …                   39576            …
                            m                          mm                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                           20                                13                                                                                                                                                                                   #            101                                                   
                           25                                13                                                                                                102                                       102                                                                                                     
                           30                                13                                                                                   #            103                                       103                                            103                              #            103
                           50                                13                                                                                   #            104                                                                                         104                                            104

39574 - 39576

Crank arm can be fitted to either side for
right-handed and  left-handed people

39570

39572

39574

39576

39563

39570 - 39576
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Performance requires quality.

w
w

w
.a
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For example, with the UNICHECK universal measuring device from ATORN.

 For a wide variety of measuring tasks
 Flexible implementation thanks to different measurement attachments
 Robust construction
 Complete range of extension accessories

Performance requires quality.

Circumference Tape Rules
Type
- Millimetre scale
- Cover plate with Nonius (vernier) g

raduation 0.1 mm
- Precision after factory standard
- Pitch laser-divided
Use
For simultaneous measurement of circumference 
and diameter of all round elements, e.g. rotary 
press cylinders.

Quality
Spring band steel, with etched graduation.

Note:
Larger capacities and corrosion resistant types 
are available on request.

39580

                                                                                                                                                                                        
         Measuring range circumference       Measuring range Ø     Tape width                                39580            …
                                                        mm                                 mm                  mm                                                         
                                                  60 - 950                              20 - 300                      10                                                           101
                                              940 - 2200                           300 - 700                      10                                                          102
                                            2190 - 3460                         700 - 1100                      15                                                          103

Precision measuring rules
Type
Dazzle-free surface with matte finish. Scale deep-
etched and black chrome-plated. Graduation top
and bottom 1/1 mm. 

Quality 
Stainless steel. 

39799

                                                                                                                                                                                        
           Length        Width x Thickness                                                                                               39799           …
                 mm                                 mm                                                                                                                         
                    150                               13 x 0.3                                                                                                                    101
                    200                               13 x 0.3                                                                                                                                   102
                    300                               13 x 0.3                                                                                                                                   103
                    500                               18 x 0.5                                                                                                                                   104
                  1000                               18 x 0.5                                                                                                                                   105

Flexible Rules
q
Type
- Dark-black pitch pattern, largely resistant to oils,

greases and virtually all chemicals
- Rounded edges
- With suspension lug
- EC precision class II
Quality
Stainless steel, hard-rolled spring band steel
with matt finish surface.

39803
Type
Pitch one-sided, top 1/2 mm, bottom 1/1 mm.

39800
Type
Pitch 2-sided, front side top 1/2 mm, bottom 1/1 mm,
reverse side at top and bottom 1/1 mm.

39800 - 39803

                                                                                    One-sided pitch                                   2-sided pitch                
           Length        Width x Thickness                                      39803            …                               39800            …
                 mm                                mm                                                                                                                         
                    150                               13 x 0.5                                                                  102                                                    101
                    200                               13 x 0.5                                                                  103                                                    102
                    300                               13 x 0.5                                                                  105                                                    104
                    500                               18 x 0.5                                                                  107                                                    105
                  1000                               18 x 0.5                                                                  108                                                    106

39580

39799

39800 - 39803
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Measuring rules │ Chargers

Flexible Rules

&
Type
- With lasered pitch and numbering
- With suspension lug
- EC precision class II
Quality
Stainless spring tape steel, matt chrome finish.

39805
Graduation top and bottom 1/1 mm.

39807
Graduation top 1/2 mm, bottom 1/1 mm.

39805

39807

Measuring rods DIN 866/B
Type
- With lasered 1/1 mm pitch

Quality
Stainless steel, hardened.

39810

Working rules DIN 866/B
Type
- High edges and flat sides finely ground
- Lasered 1/1 mm pitch

39815

Inspection rules DIN 866/A
Type
- Flat sides finely ground
- High edges finely ground
- Protective ends on both sides
- Lasered 1/1 mm pitch

Note:
also usable as straight edge!

39825

Light alloy measuring scales

0
Type
- With glare-free 1/1 mm pitch and touch-up angle
- Rust-protected
- EC precision class II

Quality
Aluminium section drawn, anodised.

39821

                                                                                                                                         
   Length        Width x Thickness                39805            …              39807            …
         mm                                mm                                                                                 
         1000                              20 x 0.5                                                                                      107
         1000                               30 x 1.0                                                                                      108
         1500                               35 x 1.3                                        109                                             
         2000                               35 x 1.3                                         110                                             
                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                         
   Length        Width x Thickness                39805            …              39807            …
         mm                                 mm                                                                                
          150                               13 x 0.5                                                                                      101
         300                               15 x 0.5                                                                                      103
         300                              30 x 1.0                                                                                      104
         500                              20 x 0.5                                                                                      105
         500                               30 x 1.0                                                                                  106

                                                                                                                                         
   Length        Width x Thickness                                                       39810            …
         mm                                 mm                                                                                 
         2000                                  30 x 2                                                                    F #            104
         3000                                  40 x 2                                                                    F #            105
                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                         
   Length        Width x Thickness                                                       39810            …
         mm                                 mm                                                                                 
         500                                  30 x 2                                                                             101
        1000                                  30 x 2                                                                             102
        1500                                  30 x 2                                                               F            103

                                                        Standard steel                Stainless steel               
   Length     Width x Thickness                   39814            …              39815            …
         mm                              mm                                                                                    
         3000                              40 x 5                           F #            105                   F #            105
         4000                            50 x 10                           F #            106                   F #            106
         5000                            60 x 12                           F #            107                   F #            107
         6000                            70 x 15                           F #            108                   F #            108

                                                        Standard steel                Stainless steel               
   Length       Width x Thickness                 39814            …              39815            …
         mm                                mm                                                                                  
         500                                25 x 5                             #            101                                   101
        1000                                30 x 6                             #            102                      #            102
         1500                                30 x 6                         F #            103                      F          103
         2000                                40 x 8                         F #            104                   F #            104

                                                                                                                                         
   Length        Width x Thickness                                                       39821            …
         mm                                 mm                                                                                 
           300                                  50 x 5                                                                                      101
           400                                  50 x 5                                                                                      102

                                                                                                                                         
   Length        Width x Thickness                                                       39821            …
         mm                                 mm                                                                                 
           600                                  50 x 5                                                                                      103
         1000                                  50 x 5                                                                                      104

                                                        Standard steel                Stainless steel               
   Length     Width x Thickness                   39824            …              39825            …
         mm                              mm                                                                                    
         3000                            50 x 10                           F #            105                   F #            105
         4000                            60 x 12                           F #            106                   F #            106
         5000                            70 x 14                           F #            107                   F #            107
         6000                            80 x 15                           F #            108                   F #            108

                                                        Standard steel                Stainless steel               
   Length     Width x Thickness                   39824            …              39825            …
         mm                              mm                                                                                    
         500                             30 x 6                           #            101                         #            101
        1000                             40 x 8                           #            102                         #            102
         1500                              40 x 8                           F #            103                   F #            103
         2000                            50 x 10                           F #            104                   F #            104

39805 - 39807

39810

39814 - 39815

39821

39824 - 39825
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- Magnet technology
- Excellent resistance capability under workshop conditions
- Resistant to oil, dirt, vibration and shaking (IP 54)
- Compact design
- Accuracy: +/- 5 microns
- Resolution: 0.5 microns
- Measuring length: 50 to 2200 mm
- Same thermal expansion coefficient as machine tools

t

Measuring Scales for digital displayInfo

Chargers
39910
Maxi Charger compact
Type
- Charges batteries Mignon AA and Micro AAA
- Suitable for NiMH cells
- Continuous charging
- Automatic timer shutdown after 11 hours
- Green LEDs indicate the charge status 

of the batteries
- Polarity reversal protection
- Incl. of batteries: 4x Mignon AA 2000 mAh

39911
Universal charger LCD
Type
- Charges batteries Mignon AA, Micro AAA, 

Baby C, Mono D and E-block 9V
- Suitable for NiCd and NiMH cells
- For 1 to 4 round cells and 2x 9V blocks
- Charge retention
- Charge status of LCD display
- Overcharge protection
- Battery defect recognition
- Charge current check

39910 39911

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   For rechargeable           For rechargeable       min. charging time for NiMH   39910            …              39911            …
   battery Sizes              battery Technology      rechargeable batteries hours                                                                     
   AA, AAA                                            NiMH                                                      2                           301                                             
   AA, AAA, C, D, 9V                NiCd, NiMH                                                      2                                                                        201

39910 - 39911
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Batteries (lithium)
Type
- Ultra-modern lithium technology
- Much lighter than alkaline batteries
- For defined applications (e.g. in digital cameras) 

up to 7 x longer service life than alkaline batteries
- Can be used up to 15 years.

39901 101 39901 102

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type                              Voltage           Description                                  Pack = pcs.                   39901            …
                                                 Volt                                                                                                                                 
     Micro                                         1.5             FR03, L91, AAA                                                    2                                            101
     Mignon                                     1.5             FR6, L91, AA                                                         2                                            102

Rechargeable batteries (NiMH)
Type
- Ultra-modern nickel-metal-hydrid 

technology (NiMH)
- High charge capacity, so longer service 

life before next recharge

- No memory effect 
(recharging possible at any time)

- Environment-friendly, because 0% cadmium
- Can be charged up to 1000 x, so particularly 

economical

39905 201

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type                              Voltage            Capacity            Description          Pack = pcs.                39905            …
                                                 Volt                   mAh                                                                                                      
    Mono                                         1.2                     2500             D                                                  2                                        201
    Baby                                          1.2                     2500             C                                                  2                                        202
    Mignon                                      1.2                    2300             AA                                                2                                        203
    Micro                                         1.2                       700             AAA                                             2                                        204
    E-block                                     8.4                        175             9 V                                               1                                        205

39905 202 39905 203

39905 204 39905 205

Battery (lithium)
Type
- Storage capability for more than 10 years
- Functional capability in broad temperature-

ranges: -20° to +60° C

- Self discharge less than 0.16%/month 
at 23° C

39902

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type                              Voltage           Description                                 Pack = pcs.                   39902            …
                                                 Volt                                                                                                                                 
     E-block                                     9.0             6LR61                                                                    1                                            101

Batteries
Type
All batteries without mercury.

39900 401-405
Industrial alkaline
- Alkaline-manganese high-performance cells
- Ultra-modern technologies
- Optimum protection against running out
- Highest possible quality standard
- Excellent operating range (-20 - + 55°C).

39900 101 39900 103

39900 102

39900 212

39900 213 39900 401 39900 402

39900 405

39900 215

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type                              Voltage           Description                                 Pack = pcs.                   39900            …
                                                 Volt                                                                                                                                 
     Button cell                               1.5             392/384, SR 41, SR 736 SW                            1                                            100
    Button cell                              1.5             357, SR 44, SR 1154                                           1                                            101
    Button cell                              3.0             CR 2032                                                                1                                            102
     Button cell                               3.0             CR 2450                                                                1                                            202
    Lady                                          1.5             LR 1, E 90, UM 5, N                                              1                                            103
    Photo                                        3.0             CR 123 AP, EL 123 AP                                        1                                            212
     A23                                          12.0             A23-MN21-23GA                                                 1                                            215
     Button cell                               3.0             CR1/3N                                                                  1                                            213
    Button cell                               1.4             AC 13 E, PR 48                                                     8                                            214
    Mono                                         1.5             EN 95, LR 20, D                                                    1                                            401
    Baby                                          1.5             EN 93, LR 14, C                                              1                                            402
     Mignon                                      1.5             EN 91, LR 6, AA                                                  10                                            303
     Micro                                    1.5             EN 92, LR 03, AAA                                            10                                            304
    E-block                                     9.0             EN 22, 6 LR 61, 9 Volt                                         1                                            405

39900 214

39900 303 39900 304

39900

39902

39901

39905

Batteries
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